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International Human Rights Day. 40 years after the
adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
by the United Nations General Assembly.
AURAN regards the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights as perhaps the most important document of the
twentieth century. Many of the underlying values of the
· Universal Declaration are embodied in ALIRAN's own
Basic Principles. Tllis is why in AURAN's struggle for a
just society in Malaysia, we have been influenced and
inspired by universal rights and freedoms relevant to
human beings everywhere.
Human beings everywhere should come to understand
and appreciate the Universal Declaration. Each and every
person on this planet sl1ould know what .the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights is.all about.
Only if people are aware of their rights would they be
able to protect their dignity. Only if there is a commitment to human dignity will human beings struggle to

achieve a more just social order.
Malaysians should be in the forefront of this eternal
struggle for human rights and human dignity. The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights should be their
guide and compass in their struggle.
This is why ALIRAN is making a gift of the Universal
Declaration to each and every reader of the Monthly on
the occasion of the fortieth anniversary of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. We hope you will read the
Declaration. We hope you will assinulate and absorb its
contents. We hope you will act to transform the ideals of
the Declaration into rhe realities of our life.
Discuss the Declaration with your family, your
friends, your colleagues. Make more and more people
aware of the Declaration. Make tbe Declaration part of
your life, their lives, our lives.
Commit yourself to your own dignity.

SMILING CIDLDREN: • .il.ke the ideals of the Declaration a part of their lives, our lives.
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UNIVERSAL
DECLARATION
OF HUMAN RIGHTS
PREAMBLE

TIDS UNIVERSAL DECLARATION
OF HUMAN RIGHTS

Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity
and of the equal and inalienable rights-of ali
members of the human family is the foundation
of freedom, justice and peace in the world,
Whereas disregard and contempt for human
rights have resulted in barbarous acts which have
outraged the conscience of mankind, and the
advent of a world in which human beings shall
enjoy freedom of speech and belief and freedom
from fear and want has been proclaimed as the
highest aspiration of the common people,

as a common standard of achievement for all
peoples and nations, to the end that every
irldividual and every organ of society, keeping
this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive
by teaching and education to promote respect
for these rights and freedoms and by progressive
measures, national and international, to secure
their universal and effective recognition and
observance, both an1ong the peoples of Member
States themselves and among the peoples of
territories under their jurisdiction.

Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be
compelled to have recouise, as a last resort, to
rebellion against tyranny and oppression, that
human rights should be protected by the rule of
law,

All human beings are born free and equal in
dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason
and conscience and sJ.ould act towards one
another in a spirit of brotherhood.

Article 1

Whereas it is essential to promote Ute
development of friendly relations between
nations,

Article 2
Everyone is entitled to all the rights and
freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without
distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex,
language, religion, political or oUter opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other
status.

Whereas the peoples of the United Nations
have in the Charter reaffirmed their faith in
fundamental human rights, in the dignity and
worth of the human person and in the equal
rights of men and women and have determined
to promote social progress and better standards
of life in larger freedom

Furthermore, no distirlction shall be made on
the basis of the political,jurisdictional or
international status of the country oi territory to
which a person belongs, whether it be
irldependent, trust, non-self-governing or under
any other limitation of sovereignty.

Whereas Member States have pledged
themselves to achieve, in co-operation with the
United Nations, the promotion of universal
respect for and observance of human rights and
fundamental freedoms,

Article 3
Everyone has the right to life, liberty and
security of person.

Article 4

Whereas a common understanding of these

No one shall be held in slavery or servitude:
slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in
all their forms.

rights and freedoms is of the greatest importance
(or the full reali7.ation of this pledge,
Now, Therefore,

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Article 5

proclaims

No one shall he subjected to torture or to
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cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment.

(2) Everyone has the right to leave any country,
including his own, and to return to his country.

Article 14

Article 6

(1) Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy

Everyone has the rigllt to recognition
everywhere as a person before the law.

in other countries asylum from persecution.
(2) This right may not be invoked in the case of
prosecutions genuinely arising from non-political
crin1es or from acts contrary to the purposes and
principles of the United Nations.

Article 7
All are equal before the law and are entitled
without any discrimination to equal protection
of the Jaw. All are entitled to equal protection
against any discrimination in violation of this
Declaration and against any incitement to such
discrimination.

Article 15
(1) Everyone has the right to a nationality.
(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his
nationality nor denied the right to change his
natio.nality.

Article 8
Everyone has the right to an effective remedy
by the competent national tribunals for acts
violating the fundamental rights granted him by
the (:onstitution or by law.

Article 16
(l) Men and women of full age, without any
limitation due to race, nationality or religion,
have the right to marry and to found a family.
They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage,
during marriage and at its dissolution.

Article 9
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest,
detention or exile.

(2} Marriage shall be entered into only with the
free and full consent of the intending spouses.

Article 10
Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair
and public hearing by an independent and
impartial tribunal, in the determination of his
rights and obligations and of any criminal charge
against him.

(3} The family is the natural and fundamental
group unit of society and is entitled to
protection by society and the State.

Article 17
( 1) Everyone has the righl to own property
alone as well as in association with others.

Article 11
{I) Everyone charged with a penal offence has
the right to be presumed innocent until proved
guilty according to law in a public trial at which
he has had all the guarantees necessary for his
defence.

(2) No o ne shall be arbitrarily deprived of his
property.

Article 18
Everyone has the right to freed9m of thought,
conscience and religion; this right includes
freedom to change his religion or belief, and
freedom, either alone or in community with
others and in public or private, to manifest his
religion or belief in teaching, pracl ice, worship
and observance.

(2} No one shall be held guilty of any penal
offence on account of any act or omission which
did not constitute a penal offence, under
national or international law, at the time when it
was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be
imposed than the one that was applicable at the
time the penal offence was committed.

Article 19

Article 12

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion
and expression; this right includes freedom to
hold opinions without interference and to seck,
receive and impart information and ideas through
any media and regard tess of fron liers.

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary
interference with his privacy, family, home or
correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour
and reputation. Everyone has the right to the
protection of the law against such interference or
attacks.

Article 20
(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of

Article 13

peaceful assembly and association.

(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of

(2) No one may be compelled to belong to an
association.

movement and residence within the borders of
each State .

. ·.~

.
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Article 21

A 'rticle 26

(1) Everyone has the right to take part in·the

(I) Everyone has the right to education.
Education shall be free, at least in the elementary
and fundamental stages. Elementary education
shall be compulsory. Technical and professional
education shall be made generally available and
higher education shall be equally accessible to all
on the basis of merit.

government of his country, directly or through
freely chosen representatives.
(2) Everyone has the right of equal access to
public service in his country.
(3} The will of the people shall be the basis of
the authority of government; this will shaH be
expressed in periodic and genuine elections
which shall be ~y universal and equal suffrage·
and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent
free voting procedures.

(2) Education shall be directed to the full
development of the human personality and to
the strengthening of respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms. It shall promote
understanding, tolerance and friendship among
all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall
further the activities of the United Nations for
the maintenance of peace.

Article 22
Everyone, as a member of society, has the
right to social security and is entitled to
reafu.ation, through national effort and
international cooperation and in accordance with
the organization and resources of each State, of
the economic, social and cultural rights
indispensable for his dignity and the free
development of his personality.

(3) PaJents have a prior right to choose the kind
of education that shall be given to their children.

Article 27
(I) Everyone has the righr freely to participate
in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy
the arts and to share in scientific advancement
and its benefits.

Article 23
(I) Everyone bas the right to work, to free
choice of employment, to just and favourable
conditions of work and protection against
unemployment.

(2) Everyone has the right to the protection of
the moral and material interests resulting from
any scientific, literary or artistic production of
which he is the author.

(2) Everyone, without any discrimination, has
t11e right to equal pay for equal work.

Artilce 28

(3) Everyone who works has the right to just
and favourable r~muneration ensuring for himself
and his family an existence worthy of human
dignity, and supplem~nted, if necessary, by other
means of social protection.

Everyone is entitle to a social and
international order in which the rights and
freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be
fully realized.

Article 29

(4) Everyone has the right to form an~ to join
trade unions for the protection of his interests.

(I) Everyone has duties to the community in
·which alone the free and full development of his
personality is possible.

Article 24
Everyone has the right to rest and leisure,
including reasonable limitation of working hours
and periodic holidays with pay.

(2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms,
everyone shall be subject only to such limitations
as are determined by law solely for the purpose
of securing due recognition and respect for the
rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the
just requirements of morality, public order and
the general welfare in a democratic society.

Article 25
(I) Everyone has the right to a standard of living
adequate for the health and well-being of himself
and of his family, including food, clothing,
housing and medical care and necessary social!
services, and the right to security in the event of
unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood,
old age or other lack of livelihood in
circumstances beyond his control.

(3) These rights and freedoms may in no case be
exercised contrary to the purposes and principles
of the United Nations.

Article 30
Nothing in this Declaration may be
interpreted as implyin~ for any State, group or
person any right to engage in any activity or
to perform any act aimed at the destruction of
any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein.

(2) Motherhood and childhood are entitled to
special care and assistance. All children, whether
born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same
social protection.
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Letters

We welcome letters from readers. Letten can be either m Encllsb or B~ua
Malaysia. These letters may be edited for puJ1)oses of space and clarity. The
views mav no~ be t.bose of the Allran Monthly. Pseudonyms are accepted but
all leHera sbould include t.be wlrter's name and address. Letters should
preferably be typewritten with double-spaemc: 1! hand-written they should
be lecible.
Letters should be addressed to the Editor, AUran Monthly. P.O. Box 1049,
Penana, Malaysia..

PROTEST FAST

W

e express, again, our concern

for all the dct3inee~ at
Kamunting Detention Centre
who nave embarked on a prote~t fa~t on
the fir~l anniversary of the1r detentitln.
We urge the authoriti~ to lift all restnclions on visits by lawyers or member' of
their fam Uie~ to allay all fca~ a~ 10 their
health and well-being. We pray together
with all who are concerned for the
detainees and their families.
We call
release.

for

their

unconditional

Malaysian Consultative Council
Buddhism, Christianity and Slkltism.
Kuala Lumpur

of

SMACKING OF APARTHElD

S

overal weeks ago, a friend
approached me and asked me to
help him obtain a Birth Certificate for Ius son. His wife had delivered a
few day~ previously in the Kuala
Lumpur General Hospital.
All that was involved was handmg in
a form stating the particulars of each
parent, the particulars of thetr marriage
and the child's particulars to the General
Hospibl and picking up the Birth
Certificate several days later.
Since l was the person who would be
handling in the form and collecting the
Birth Certificate, I f"llled in the section of
the form entitled "Pemaklum" (informer).
When f tried to hand in the form to
the General Hospital, however, I was
told that the form could not be
accepted. This came as a shock to me as
many otJ•ers who had stood in line
before me were also not puents but
persons acting on behalf of their friends
as "pm111klums".
When I pre~d the point, the lady at
the cuuntcr told me that the reason for
this was bec:.u:.e while my friend w~ a
Malay, I, the "pemaklum ", was a
"Bangsa Asing" and thus could not be

the "pen111klum ".
I was frankly quite stunned, as I
could not see the rationale behind such a
ruling. When I continued to object, the
lady told me that ~he could not help me
bccau:.e she was just following procedure
and that I could take the matter up \Hth
the senior officer, if I chose to.
I met the officer and explained the
situation to hun. To my utter amvcment. he concurred with the lady Bt the
counter. I asked him whether if f wa~ a
\falay I cou ld be the "pemaklum" for a
non-Malay friend: to which he replied
"of cour.;e not ..! He explained in no
uncertain terms that only per.;ons who
"ere the ~me race as the parent~ could
act on their behalf as "pemaklum~··.
When I stressed that I couldn't
understand the logic of it all, another
lady (who I took to be a stnff) pointed
out to me that the reason for this was
because there would be complications
and thing would be difficult for me if it
''as discovered later that some of the
particular.; on the form were incorrect. I
replied that If the (1arrieular.; were in any
way wrong, I would he in trouble
whether I was a Malay or not.
I stres~ed repeatedly that all I was
trying to do was help out a good friend
but they kept insisting th11t it was not
possible for me to be the "pemaklum"
The problem about getting the Birth
Certificate was fmally resolved when the
officer in charge told me that since my
friend was staying far away, they would
help out by accepting the responsibility
of being the "pemaklum" themselves
and that they would send the Birth
Certificate by post directly to my friend.
I \\ent away angry and disgusted. I
don't hold anything against any of the
persons who f deaJt with ~t morning.
They were at all times most polite. What
I arn angry about is that such procedures
exist.
Thirty years after independence why
is it that even for such matters as innocous as helping out a friend. there exist
procedures that tend to separate and
divide us on account of our race. In my
anger, I thought to myself, procedures
such as tJ1is smack of apartheid - a
policy of segregation. Benefiting none
and certainly acting as an obstacle
towards nation building.
When I saw my friend a few days
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later nnd explained to him what had
happened he wa~ as amazed :l$ I 3.\ In
"hat had happened. I:. very day we hear
talk a l>ou 1 "kejiranan "(neigh bourhne,,l,
he said, but it looks like the authoriues
don't really believe in the concept of
"kejiranan "- Weren't we supposed to ~
a "masyarakat majmuk" (mulrirac1al
society} nnd help one another out whenever we could, he asked. What was I to
say?
Procedure~ and regulations of the
type that l>otJt he and 1 were up against.
have no place m a multiracial ~1ety
such a.~ ours. They represent orn;tacle~
and a hinderance to individuals "ho try
in small way~ to ovedook race and deal
with one another on the basis of friendship.

Rajen Devaraj
Kuala Lumpur

MMA'S REPLY: APPALLING)
am a med1cal doctor and I am
appalled at the Malay~ian Medical
A~ociation·~
(MMA) reply to
ALIRAN'~ caU to look into the he:ilth of
ISA detain~. (AI iran Vol 8: 7).
Ho\\ can it be that MMA should le2ve
it to the International Council of Red
Cross (ICRC) to look into the health of
fellow Malaysians and be afnid to look
into the matter for fear of 'interference·.
I would have thought that the converse
is true!
lmag~ne if my wife has a medical
complaint and I teD her that f cannot
even give her a preliminary eummation
but mu~t lillnd her to her doctor, for fear
of 'interfering with her patient-doctor
relationship'. She will think she mamed

I

a 'nut'.
The med1cal profession is nonparllian in pobricaJ matter\. It'~ only
interest •s 1n the welfare of the tick, be
they friend or foe. MMA is clearly absolving 1ts responliibility from looking
into the health ol' the ISA detainees for
very weak and if I may say so illogical
reasons.
I hope the Council will reverse their
decision in the mtercst of the mediCal
profession and the sick.

Gladly Non-!tfMA-member
Petaling Jaya

INDUSTRIAL
POLLUTION & PENANG'S
INDIFFERENCE

A

t the 9tb anniversary dinner
or the Malaysian lnstitu te of
Purchasing
and
Material

MaJlJigement held in Penang on 6
November 1988 the Chief Minister, Dr.
Lim Chong Eu announeed with great
pride that the Penang Development
Corporation has allocated 9.15 hecta.res
of land for industrial development.
With gusto, he even gave detailed
statistics of the number of companies
applying for such land. the combined
capital mobilised and the projected job
opportunities.
What was sadly missing from his
speech as well as from the policies of ,the
agencies he controUed were pragmatic
measures ro check the environmental
pollution and degradation brought about
by rapid yet myopic industrialisation
and urbanisation schemes.
Penang produces 20 per cent of this
nation's industrial waste and is only
second to Selangor's 44 per cent)-yet to
date there is no comprehensive planning
fo.r industrial waste disposal/ control. Let
us consider the following examples.
For 2 decades, beach hotels ltave ·
been sproutlligm Penang's north coastal
area at Batu Perringhi. Much effort and
expense was put into promotion blitzs
by the companies owning the hotels, tJte
Tourism Development Corporation and
the P.D.C. but there was no proper
sewage disposal plant serving the horel
belt. The Municipal Council had to start
building one last year after heavy criti·
cism from tourists t11at appeared in local
and foreign papers which could no
longer be sh.rugged off.
Moving southwards ro Tanjong
Tokong,
the
Urban Development
Authority's reclamation of land from U1e
sea to start a new township caused tidal
erosion of the Gurney Drive beaehfront
Only after the problem snowballed into
quite a sizeable one did the Municipal
Council engage a flow engineering
consultant, Professor Holmes, based at
the Universiti Sains Malaysia to help
work ou 1 a solu tioo.
Right smack in the City of Georgetown, and just a stone's throw away
from Kom tar where nearly all the
Government offices are, a tin smelter
operates day and night belching obnoxious and obviously toxic orange fumes
containing ~tannous/stannic oxides from
its low furnace. Ail the Government
department.~ whose staff i~ treated to
tl1is daily specmcle seem oblivious to this
pollution of the atmosphere!
At Macallum Street Ghaut which is
being tou Led as part of a massive u rbanisation scheme spreading into the 21st
century, the reclamation of land from
the sea next to the mouth of the Sungai
Pinang ha$ aggravated silting along the
upper course of the river. While the
developer, the P.D.C., is reaping huge
profits from the low-cost-high-priced
flats which have been snapped up by
Penangites, the l>OOr folks of Kampung
Rawana in the I0\1-·Iying Jalan P. Ram lee
area have to eodu.re U1e suffering and
risk: of annu:lll flash floods caused by the
retarded flow of the river dunng the

periods of heavy rain.
Then at Bayan Baru where numerous
transnational corporations have set up
factories to ex.ploit cheap aud non·
unionised labour. toxic industrial waste
in solid and Jiquid form are being stored
in recycled 44 gallon oil drums because
the P.D.C. whose administrators are
neither industrial nm urban planners do
not undersrand the need for providing a
toxic waste disposal facility. Toxic
fumes and emissions are conveniently
aJJowed to escape into the atmosphere
while certain obnoxious effluences are
permitted to flow untreated into the
nearest drain or stream.
It is easy to brag of the number of
jobs created by industrialisation and
urbanisation. What about Ute environ·
mental pollution and degradation that
accompany these schemes? To date there
is no pu blislicd guideline nor policy
irom the P.D.C. because there is no
comprehensive planning. Must we leave
all tl1e problems for our children to
solve? Bluntly put, must our children
pay for our sins?
Hanni[ Naino Ally
Pulau Pinanc

regarding the unwillingness shown by
RTM when it came to announcing the
JB by-election results. Ln fact if I hadn't
read Aliran, I wouldn't have known why
I did not receive any news about the
JB by-election on the morning of August

26.

I was very in teres ted in the election
and therefore sat up waiting for the
results but unfortunately I only got the
news on the 6.30 a.m. news in one single
sentence.
I was so happy when I heud tltat
Datuk Shnhri.r won tlte election with a
smashing majority despite the two
strong opponents from BN and PSRM.
At that moment, 1 had wished tJtat I was
in J B to celebr<~tc the victory with Datuk
Shnhrb: and the voters there.
From the results, I hope U1e Bartc;an
Nasional leaders especially Dr Mahathir
wiJI realize the need to change his
policies and his style of governing the
country.
Lastly, I would like to thank the JB
voters because they truly represent the
sentim ents of the people of the whole
country in rejecting tlte Barisan.

L L Olieng
Kuala Lumpur

TUNKU MISUSED ISA?

I

was shocked to read in an English
daily recently Dr MahatJ1ir accusing
our first Prime Minister, Tunku
Ahtlul Rahman of misusing the ISA
during his term of premiership. Dr
Mal•athir disclosed this during the
UMNO Baru's genera] assembly.
I can quote of an instance that
revealed the greatness of our Bapa
Malaysia.
,
The R.U.M. (Railway Union of
Malaysia) went on its historic 26-day
strike du.ring the early sixties when
Tunku was the Prime Minister. Though
millions of dollars went down the dr<~in
during the strike, Tunku never resorted
to the ISA to quell the strike. The
Tunku finally gave in to the demands of
the then General-Secretary of R.U.M.
Mr S. Packirisamy and company without
a single arrest.
How can Dr Mnhathir accuse such a
great man like Tunku of misusing Ute
ISA!
Sivakumar
Johor

THANK YOU JB VOTERS

W

ith refe.rence to "ALJRAN"
(Vol 8:6) on page 3, I would
like to add a little more
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V ALDOR: DUMPING SITE
FOR TOXIC WASTES

T

he Penang DAP condemns the
Penang State Government for
offering Valdor in Province
Wellesley as a dumping site for industrial
roxie wastes. If Valdor becomes the
dumping site for these toxic wastes tJten
it must be held responsible should the
heal tJ1 of the residents be affected since
these wastes can affect human health
and the environment in many ways. The
DAP calls upon the Penang slate government to immediately stop the federal
government from designating Valdor as a
dumping site for these toxic wastes.
From information given in 1987
about 377.000 tonnes of toxic wastes
were produced in Malaysia. Out of about
80 sites studied ,by the federal govern·
ment only 2, Sepang and Valdor, were
selected by it as dumping grounds. This
would mean that if only these two sites
were used a very large quantity of toxic
wastes would be dumped in Valdor and
this would have a very serious effect on
the environment and the health or the
residents in Valdor.
Valdor is not a faraway uninhabited
area but a highly populated place right
along the highway in Province WcUesley.
Most of Ute people in VaJdor also
utilise the land for gzowing vegetables
and also rear pigs, poultry and ca_ttle and
contamination of tox.ic polson can take ,
place in many ways.

Contamination can result from toxic
wastes seeping in to undeTground and
surface wateJ:s which leak into surround- .
ing areas. This can poison drinking
water. The wastes also affect the soil and
vapours fJ:om these wastes also poUu te
and poison the air. It is believed that
certain types of t~ic wastes can he
radio-active and can he more hannful.
Tests carried out by scien tists show that
the serious effect of these toxic wastes
on human bealtlt may no t be immediate
but may show their clear symptoms in
about 20 to 30 years' time. If the
government and the people· remain
complacent now there may be thousands
who would suffer in 20 to 30 years'
time.
There are about 500 industries in
Malaysia producing a variety of chemical
products. Their toxic wastes have
probably in the past been dumped in
general garbage dumps, in mining pools,
rivers, forest reserves and are sometimes
burnt. Certain chemicals and chemicalby-products used in Malaysia 81C banned
in some industrialised cou ntries. These
industrialised countries even dump their
toxic waste..~ in third world countries
because or very stringent laws in their
own countries. The Malaysian Government should have stric t Jaws and regulations to regulate and control industrial
and toxic wastes from the initial process
a chemical is produced, its usage in the
manufacturing process until tlt e tim e tlte
effluents are discharged. The government
should also study systems o( J:ecycling
tltese toxic wastes putting them to other
uses not harmftll to human health and
environment and exerctslfig better
control of any harmful results of these
wastes.
The DAP had a meeting of the
J:esidents in Valdor on the 24th of
October, 1988 evening over the iss• 1f
Valdor being chosen as a dumping ~tie
fm toxic wastes. They are aU upset and
oppose their place being used as a
dumping site for tltcse wastes that would
be harmful to tlteir healtlt and also
affect the animals they breed and the
vegetable faiiTlS.

N Shunmugam
State Assemblyman for Prai

I.S.A. DETENTION
o man has the right to imprison
anotltcr man unless proven
guilty of a crime.
Effec tive politicians who had acted on
the basis of the mandate given to them
by the voters are behind bars foJ: speaking up. This is a serious blow to
democracy and Merdekll.
No matter what tlte Barisan Nasional
may claim their crime is, no matter

N

which professor is chosen to whitewasll
Ute Barisan's motive for imprisoning
them, no matter how many or how big
Sem:uaks arc held to show the support
enjoyed by Barisan, the people will not
be fooled.
The so-called explanations put over
radio and TV and printed in the Barisan·
controlled newspapers to justify the
Barisan's action for locking up these
brave men, are taken as bad political
jokes. If only it is possible for Barisan
leaders to be witlt the comm on men to
listen to tltcir reactions when these
"explanations" are heard or read, the
Barisan leaders will hide their faces in
shame.

A Citizen
Jolt or

FREEDOM OF THE
MASS MEDIA

lity. Reporters wiU give us more investigative journalism on issues affecting our
national well-being. Proceedin~ tn
Parliament would he scrutinised, thereby
encouraging our MP's to take iu
proceedings more seriously rather than
the present situation where even getting
a quorum of 26 out of I 77 MPs is proving difficult. The government '~ill be
forced to account for every ringgit of
public funds.
2) Business confidence will be inlprovcd
considerably witlt the free flow of
information and tha i will surely bring
more investors. We will have no problem
in exceeding our present level o( 7%
grow tlt in coming years.
3) Poison pen letters will die a natural

death, rumou:r mongering will cease and
politicians need no longer make speeches
abroad in order to be reported locally.
Malaysians would no longer have to tune
in to BBC World Service and Voice of
America or subl.cribe to Asiawcek and
Far Eastern Economic Review in order
to £ind our what is happening in their
own back yard.
4) Local elections wiiJ be truly democrJ-

was just watching TV3's "News" at
eight tonight (6/11/88) and took
down a few notes on Ute main local
news items.

I

tic witlt an independent coverage of
campaigns J:ather than the hopelessly
one-sided reporting '' hidt \\e get during
the run-up to any local elections.

rabbits and bees as an
industry.
2) Discounts at shopping ~es - how
real are they.
3) "Fantily day" activities at a housing
S<;heme.
4) llow Penang's trishaw riders spend
their leisure time and lunch houJ:.

5) Public opinion would be given the

1) Rearing

Need I say more on how su perficial
our news coverage is? RTM is no better
in its selection of local news items. I am
not sayit\g tl1at these news items are not
im porta nt, but are they really more
significant than news items and analyses
on the spiH it\ UMNO, tbe injustice to
!SA detainees, tlte sta te of ouT national
debt and debates in Parliament?
J think that the true t<.-st of democracy in any country is the level of
freedom granted to its mass media. Sad
to say, our newspapers, too, do not offer
much hope in this respect. I gave up
hope on the New St.raits Times a long
tim e ago. Tltc Star is no longer the
beacon of truth it used to be although 1
can understand tbe constraints it is
working under. It is ironic that we
receive more comprehensive coverage
and in-depth analysis of the US presidential campaign compared to the Johor
Bharu and Parit Raja election campaign~
in our local media! Our newspapers
quote public opinio n polls on Jtow
George Bush is leading Michael Dukakis
by several percen tage points - however,
tlt e very thought of conducting similar
polls here would he anathema!
Uow would [reedom of Ute media
help us here in a developing country?
I) It would promote public accountabi-
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respect it desCTVc.~. The people ~ould
have the right to aiT their views on any
importln t issue, to debate theiT views in
the press, to he presented witll the righ I
information in order to form intcUigent
opinions on any subject of national
inlportance.
Is all this wistful clunking'? I think
not. If we, th e Malaysian people, w·.tn l
these rights badly enough, our t'OIIective
will shall ensu re that freedom and
democracy will prevaiL
flidup Demokrosi!

Butterworth

HOW ABOUT AN
OMBUDSMAN?

N

owadays we hear a lot of unpleasant is.~ues about tlte government, and the most impoJ:tanl
issue is the leadership of Datu k Seri Dr
Mahalhir Mohamad which is heading
towards dictatorship.
1f I am not mistaken, it is the Printing Presses and Publications Act, tJ1e
Sedition Act, tile Universities and
University CoUeges Act, the Internal
Security Act, the Police Act, the Criminal Procedure Code and a 110st of other
enactment~
which have drastically
eroded our fu ndamental rights.
All these have made dte people to

become more aware or theil rights.
Even a high school drop-out kno,~s that
the present government is being vested
with m:a.<;Sive powers. But the saddening
part h that there is abuse and misuse of
po~er by the government.
And to be fair to the Prime Minister,
there is still democracy and progress in
ou r country. Therefore, I would like to
suggest to the Prime Minister to set up
an effective mechanism to overM!e and
control the government in the exercise
of its power. Many democratic countries
like Sweden, Denmark, Noiway, New
Zealand, Australia and even our excolonial master England have set up the
in~titution of ombudsman a~ an effective
control - mechanism to watch over Ute
government. So why not Malnysia now?
Maybe then there would not he many
general talk about the Prime Minister
and the present government. People will
be able to complain to the ombudsman,
to check and balance the shortcomings.

S Swulralingam
Bruas, Perak

WHY NOW?

I

t is intriguing to know why all of a
sudden Dr Mahathir has invited
Tengku Razaleigh Ham7.ah, Datuk
Musa Hitam and all other Malays who
oppose "UMNO BARU.. to join the
party. Surprisingly, he ha~ even a$ ked
Oatuk
Musa
llitam and Tel\gku
Rualeigh to join his cabinet as ministers
witJtout portfolio.
Why has he now invited them when
all this time he ha~ accused them of
disrupting Malay unity?
He says he has invited them because
he wants MaJay unity and that he is
making this offer in all sincerity. Is it
true? I think not. The actual rea_~n for
inviting them is because he knows that
he has lost his support alll ong the
majority of the Malays.
He knows that the General Election
b only 2 year~· a\~ay. He knows in that
forthcoming elecuon Tengku Razaleigh
and Oatuk Musa will put up th eir own
candidates in aU the consti tu encies that
''UMNO BARU" will contest. He knows
rJtat "UMNO BARU" "ill IO)e 40 to 50
per cent of the seats to be contested.
The Prime Minister is a shrewd
politician. Rc knows what i.~ at stake.
He is merely attem pting to safeguard his
po~t•on as Prime Minister which is under
threat. With DAP expected to perform
better tJtan in the last General Election,
rJtere is a real possibility that the Barisan
Nasional may not on ly lose its 2/3
majority but \\ill fail to ;,tchicve even a
~imple majority in Parliament.
Thus Or Mahathir who intends to be
Prime Minister throughout his natural
life knows th e consequences of the

threat p~d by Tengku Razalcigh and
Oatuk Musa.
I sincerely hope that Oatuk Musa
llitam and Tcngku Rataleigh will not
join his cabinet becau~ only these 2
persons can help bring democracy back
to the country.

Thiru
lpoh, Perak

RULES OF JUSTICE
IGNORED
' ' . . . when Eastern n ations Utat arc
newly independent o r have never
been colonized try to practice
democracy, the obstacles and problems
that beset them cannot be overcome by
th eir governments. Conditions in th eir
countries grow worse and worse. The
MtionaJ economy dctenoratcs and Ute
political atmosphere becomes tense.
The Government's altempts to solve the
problem are opposed and blocked by
various organizations Utat have become
almost as powerful as Ute democratic
Government, e.g. the legislative assembly
\\ilh its opposi tion members, the executive officials and the bodies that
interpret and administer the laws
(judiciary). Finally, when condition~ in a
country have become uncontroiJablc,
the Government is forced to take over aiJ
powers under emergency la ws. This
mcans democracy has been re placed by
autocracy."
Dr Mahathir in 'The ClwllenRe'
So in order to keep things under
control, Malaysia recently made history
by setting up two tribunals, one o n the
heels of the other: first to try the Lord
President and then to try the 5 Supreme
Court Judges. The tribunals made
history when they both disregarded
questions of bias, eonOict·<~f-intcrcst and
elementary rules of justice. Ye t more
history was made when the tribunals
proved to be a means to an end.
It is wrong for people to act or even
to have a say, o r be merely present, in
matters where there l~ a clear case of
con flict-of-interest. People have been
ch:uged in our courts and found guilty
on such counts. In this regard , it is not
required to prove that one is biased, only
that the circumstances arc such as to
make bias possible. Furthermore, it is
not open fo r the party concerned to
declare they arc not biased or that by
virtue of their spcciaJ qualifications, jobs
o r positions they are above, o r incapable
of, bias!
An accused in the lowest of our
courts can request that his case be heard
by anorJter magistrate on the grounds o f
bias, and have his request granted on
pain of the trial being declared unfair by
a higher cou rt. Magistra te~ and Judges
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arc knm~n to have di,qualified themselves from hearing cases, on thcil own,
on grounds of possible bias.
A teacher who~ child is taking an
exam at a particular centre cannot
invigilate at that center on grounds of
conflict-of-interest.
The prosecu lion is always required to
prove their case beyond any niasonable
doubt because it is not right to judge
anyone on wishy-washy evidence. The
more serious the crime, the greater the
burden of proof that is required. Where
there is any doubt about the accuracy or
truthfulness of evidence produced, or
~hen questionable matters remain uncleared, justice demands that the benefit
of Ute doubt should be given to the
accused.
The above ,;uc ~ome elementary
prerequisites for a clean trial. HO\\ do
the procedures of the 2 tribunals stand
up to the above? Were the procedures
of the first a preccden t for the 2nd to
adopt?
Wha tcver reasons arc given for the
first tribunal laying down the procedures
it did, anti the 2nd adopting some if not
all of them, the stark truth remains that
elementary questions in the search for
justice were thrown out of the window.
Thi~ is wha t brings shame to Malaysia,
not the setting up of the tribunals per se.
This is what leads one to conclude that
the tribunals were a means to an end.
The end was to solve certain problems.
Deadly though D.r Mahathir is against
the very thought of judicial review, there
is an urgent need to review thl' procedures adopted by the tribunals, so that
futuxc tribunals will not be tJibunals of
convenience hut courts that arc even
higher than the Supreme Court with the
!l<lcred duty of doing justice and seeing
to it that justice is seen to be done by
staunchly upholding aJI the elementary
rules of justice withou 1 fear of favour.
If justice is considered to have been
done, then let any member of Ute two
tribunals, in all sincerely, tciJ him~lf
that he will be happy to be accorded a
similar trial.
Reading on Human Rights in Islam, I
came across rJte follo~ing: "l!lhen we

speak of lumwn rig/liS in Islam we really
mean that these rights have been grantt>d
by God; riley have nor bem granted by
any king or by any legis/alive assembly."
"No legislative aS$embly in the world
or any govemment on earth has the right
or authority to make any amendment or
changt in the rights conferred by God. "
Among the llurnan Rights listed, one
is Equality Before Law: "Islam gil·es its

citizens rhe right to absolute and
complete equality in the eyes of tile
law".
Were the Lord President and the 5
Supreme Court Judges who were tried
before the two tribunals accorded
Equality Befort' Law as compared to
other c itizens being tried in ordinary
courts of law with particular reference to
element<try rules of justice, adherence to
which is so vitaJ for the sake of doing

justice to the accused, no matter who
the accused is'?
1'm in a dilemma.

Ravinder Singh
Sungei Patani

after 1990 and a better broU1erhood
should be Ute common goal for aU of us.
lt is the duty of aU of us, the Malays and
the non·Malays, to consciously wor:k
towards this end.
Malaysia must be for all Malaysians.

S.P.
Johor Bahru

MALAYSIA FOR
MALAYSJANS ·

WE ARE EQUALLY GUILTY

0

n 30th October 1988, there
appeared an article in the New
Straits Times in wltich the
MIC ·President was asked to give his
views on U1e NEP after 1990.
The great Dato Samy Vellu said U1at
the NEP must continue after 1990
because the Burniputias have not
reached their 30"~ target.
Two children, one a Malay and
anoUter a non-Malay were born in the
same hospitaL One immediately becomes
the rightful child (Bumiputra) of the
country he is born in and the oUter
disqualifies himself to be the rightful
child of the country simply because of
colour, religion and race.
The creator of both children is God.
Their final journey will be back to God
but the actual sinner in between is Man.
Economic and racial discriminations
should be discarded even if it is
necessary for communal political parties
to champion their respective communi·
ties. But the nation's economy should be
used fairly for the betterment of all
races.
The Malays have noU1ing to fear as
the Malay political dominance in this
eountiy will prevail because of historical
reasons. The Malays must realise that
today almost the entire political power is
safely in their hands with the public
services dominated by them.
Non-Malays have lived for many
generations in this counuy. Almost m~re
than 90"~ of their forefathers have d1ed
here as well. They have no other counuy
except Malaysia and Malaysia will be
their home forever.
A Malaysian race must be created

ecenUy, J had a long conversa·
tion with a senior government
servant. At one point, he looked
at me as if I was an ung.ratcful soul who
never appreciated anything done by _the
government. He argued in a harsh vmce,
"Look son Malaysia is a much better
country to 'live in Utan Africa or India,
you should appreciate that you're here."
He. continued, "You should be happy
that we have no war or hunger here, you
shouldn't complain."
He wa.~ very sure of what he was
saying and did not have nn~ q~alms
about saying it. I stood thel1l 10 silence
because I fell sorry and sad to hear a
senior officer saying this, discriminating
the people of these two continents with·
out a ·specl;;- of evidence or sympathy.
Then suddenly my mind raced back
to the time when J was in Canada.
During one Sociology class there, 1
overheard a conversation between two
Africans one from Chad and another
from Ug~nda. "I wouldn't go to Asia f~r
a million dollars, J would rather stay tn
Africa than to suffer hunger and war in
Asia," said one. "They even live in tre(.'S
in Sarawak," added Ute other. "Thank
God we should be grateful for what we
hav; in Africa," they both said.
This conversation snuck me as
unusual. I wanted to get up and walk
over to them to set them right, but I
stood still. I guessed 1 couldn't blame
them because I was sure tltat they were
fed with the same argument as we were.
We were equally.guilty.

R

Clwo Sing Chyc
Jpoh, Perak

TAKTIK KOTOR DI
PARITRAJA

K

emenangan tipis BN dalam
piliharuaya kecil Parit Raja
telall memperlillatk:an taktik
kotor orang-orang Dr Mahathir untuk
menjamin kemenangan BN. Bukti paling
jelas ialah dengan meletakkan 5 caJon
bebas tajaan BN dalam pilihanraya
tersebut. Tujuan mereka
berbuat
demikian ialah -untuk mengelirukan para
pengundi dan mengelak caJon bebas
tajaan UMNO 46 daripada mendapat
lambang kunci. Selepas pilihanraya
tersebu t, temyata bahawa caJon-caJon
Bebas tajaan BN hanya sebagai pengacau.
Kemenangan BN itu juga banyak
dibantu oleh agensi-agensi kerajaan yang
turut berkempen untuk BN. Menurut
rcncana penulisan En. A11mad Shabery
Cheek (Pensyarah di Fakulti Ekonomi &
Pentadbiran, Ul\f) dalam Utusan Malay·
sia kcluaran 28 Oktobei 1988, agensi·
agensi kerajaan seperti KEMAS, RTSDA,
Jawatankuasa Keselamatan Dan Kema·
juan Kampung (JKKK), Biro Tata
Negara serta Kementerian Kemajuan
Tanall Dan Wilayal1 turut ber..kempen
untuk caJon BN.
Menurut undang-undang, agensi·
agensi kcrajaan dilarang melibatk:an diri
dalam kempen pilihanraya, tetapi o rang·
orang Dr Mahathir seolah-olah tidak
langsung mempedulikan ha.l ini.. Di
manakah letaknya marualt keraJaan
Barisan Nasional?

Pemerhori Polirik
Pecali11g Joyo

.....

:..j....-....----....

e;~~
A BOUQUET FOR ALIRAN

T

The meaning
of love
. . . Jr is onlr 11'ith rhe hearr thai one can
see righity; ,,:hat is essenrial is invisible
10 rhe eye."
ANTOINE DE SA IN I EXll PERY,
7711' Lutle Princl'

ltis is just a short note to tell
you how very impressed I wa~
by Aliran's boldness and courage to have printed the plain and 3\\ rut
truth in the Press Statement "The New
Tribunal'' appearing in the October
issue of tlle,magoilicient Aliran Montl1ly.
I like particularly what was said
about Dr. Mahathir and his manipulation
and about those "ho are co-operating
with him to our consternation.
Witl1 sincerest regards and best
wishes.

Dawson
Penong.
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DETAINEES WATCH

FREEDOM'S PRICE
AFTERMATH
ver the last month a number
of noteworthy events have
occured in relation to the
ISA detentions. Among these are:

0

• After a long wait of 5 months,
released detainee Lim Chin-Chin
has finally received a reply from the
RegiStrar of Societies. Clun-Chin
had applied in July for permission
from the Registrar to return to her
former employment with the
Council of Churches, Malaysia CCM. (Such permission is required
under the Societies Act). Now, in
December, the Registrar has finally
come to a decision. Citing no
reasons, the Registrar replied in a
letter dated 28th Nov that after
careful consideration Chin-Chin's
application had been rejected. It
was a reply which took a long time
in coming - particularly if one
viewed it against a background of
the promptness with which the
Registrar acted in approving the
registration of UMNO (baru) in
February this year.
Although not beyond expecta·
tion, the rejection of Chin-Chin's
application docs create difficulties.
She is now not allowed to be reemployed by the CCM. So long as
there is in force against her a
restriction order and she wishes to
seek employment with another
organisation which comes within
the purview of the Societies Act
then she will again have to apply
for permission from the Registrar.
lf each time Chin-Chin applies she
has to wait 5 months for a decision
which in the end turns out to be
rejection then obviously ChinChin's employment prospects could
be seriously jeopardised.
This is extremely unfair, for up
till today nothing has been proven
against Chin-Chin. On the strength
of untried allegations she now has
to bear the arbitrary consequences
of the lSA and an unsubstantiated

of

Supreme Court against the release
of Yeshua Jamaluddin.

• DAP MP's Karpal Singh and
Lim Guan Eng have filed suits
against several newspapers which
had reported the allegations of the
Deputy Minister of Home Affairs
Datuk Megal Junid that they had
secretly eaten in the course of their
7-day hunger strike during the end
of October. They even lodged a
police report on 28 Nov with the
intention that the police initiate
investigations into allegations by
Datuk Megat that they had stolen
food - allegations
purportedly
uttered by Datuk Megat at a press
conference on 29 Oct at the Putra
World Trade Centre.

• A number of released detainees
were called up for interviews by the
Special Branch shortly after the
various commemorative functions
were held around October 27 in
conjunction with the fust anniver·
sary of last year's crackdown. Some
of those called up had either
attended a forum on 3 Nov or·
ganised in conjunction with the
first anniversary or issued jointly a
press statement (reproduced in last
month's issue of the Monthly) or
both. A few would also have
attended a protest fast at the Lake
Gardens. Whichever the case, the
message was put across clearly
enough that rearrest was a possibility that the ex-detainees had to
reckon with.
This is ridiculous. None of the
ex-detainees had done nor said
anything which was wrong or a
threat to peace and order. Their
actions would have been directed
by their conscience and should not
have invited veiled threats from the
Special Branch. Threats and intimidation by the police are tactics
which one would more easily
associate with perhaps a nascent
pblice state. It would be in every·
one's interest that we are not in
reality acquiring such bad habits.

decision of
Societies.

the

Registrar

• Between 14 Oct and I 0 November 23 people were detained under
the ISA in connection with the
burning of government build.ings in
Kedah last June. A few people in
East Malaysia in possession of
fireanns were also detained under
the ISA in the course of November.
1t is clear that the government and
the police have become much less
restrained in the use of ISA. This is
a very unhealthy development. lt
was also very wrong that the deten·
lions of the 23 people were not
announced by the authorities until
PAS Deputy President Ustaz Fad1.il
Noor spoke up on 15 Nov as there
were PAS members involved among
the 23 detained. Consequently, the
police finally pronounced the
following day that the 23 had been
detained from 14 Oct to 10 Nov.
• 1n the occasional silver lining
that docs appear, detainee Philip
Cheong was released on bail by the
High Court in November. lie had
grounds of detention similar to
those of Yeshua Jamaluddin who
had earlier succeeded in his application of habeas corpus and was
released. A fmal decision on their
releases however is pending upon an
appeal by the government to the
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CHOICES
But what if we are? What if we
are indeed beginning to internalise
the psychology and techniques of a
What
full-blown
dictatorship?
should we do if we are indeed in a
situation whereby the police force
is becoming increasingly important
to the government of the day? A
situation where institutions such as
an independent judiciary, a free and
enlightened mass media. a viable
Opposition in Parliament, are be·
coming Jess and less _important. 1n
such a situation of diminishing

democracy and rising authoritarianism, what would be the ordinary
Malaysian's response? Will he
choose liberty or submission?
These are questions which we
have to ask ourselves for ultimately
we have to learn to go beyond the
level of mere spectators witnessing
or perhaps passively sympathising
w1lb the plight of fSA detainees
and their families. This is why it
would be pertinent at this stage to
reflect upon our in ner responses,
our values, our inner growth as
human beings. For in tJ1e end it has
to be the inner transfoonation of
individuals which will determine
our choice between liberty and submission and hence the future of
justice and freedom in this country.

THE TASK AHEAD
While it is true to begin with,
there still exists in Malaysia a
certain amount of democratic
space, on the other hand events of
the past year have shown a clear
trend towards a much Jess democratic system. Judges have been
suspended and sacked, laws have
been amended making it more
difficult to publish or to assemble,
the role of the Judiciary as defined
in the Federal Constitution has
been
fundamentally
curtailed

through a constitutional amendment, the daily press has become
much more 'well behaved' and
above all a great num ber of people
including the Leader of Opposition
have been detained without trial.
True, the Johor Baru by-election
gave victory to a candidate opposed
to the Prime Minister - something
which could not have occured in a
country totally lacking in democracy. But we have to be aware iliat
democratic practice consists of
much more than the mere winning
or losing of elections. A viable
Opposition is important, freedom
of the press is important, freedom
from the fear to dissent is important, an independent Judiciary is
important, the right to self-defence
in open court is importan t, public
opinion is important and above all
truth is important. Without these,
elections mean very little fo r after
all very authoritarian regimes too
can run by-elections and even lose
one or two.
Our sadness lies in the fact that
such things othe~ than elections
which are crucial ingredients for a
healthy democracy have, in our
country, taken. a very severe beating. Our fragile democracy has
come very close to being delivered a
technical knock-out. What makes it
more frigh tening is the fact that the
blows to the J udiciary, the press,

etc. have all been executed 'legally'.
Judges were removed 'conshturio·
nally', newspapers were suspended
'legally', a wide spectrum of people
were detained 'legally' and ilie
Constitution was amended 'constitutionally'. But in reality it was the
work of an iron hand in a velvet
glove. A great deal of time and
energy must have been expended m
keeping it all 'legal' and 'constitutional'. But despite all the show the
end results were generally anticipated anyway. The show had to be
maintained, for as t,he saying goes
"the show must go on".
It is against this background
then that we must ask ourselves the
. role which we will have to play as
things presumably worsen. If things
worsen, democracy and justice will
suffer even more. When iliat
happens freedom becomes threatened (as it already has). In such a
situation we could either choose to
drift along in that typically Malaysian spirit of 'tidak apa' and bend
down as the situation demands or
we could choose to keep our forehead high and put up a fight to at
least stem the tide of authontarianism. In other words we could
choose either submission or libeny.
If we choose Uberty then we must
decide on the price we are willing
to pay - the sacrifice, for liberty
has its costs. (Submission is much
continu ed on page 44

A Mother Suffers
Statement read out by Mrs THERESA XAVIER, mother' of released detainee, Irene
Xavier, at a forum on 3 November 1988.
T is difficult for me to explicitly express the
anxiety. the lonliness. and the hclpnessness that I
felt when my daugh te r "'as arrested and detained.
I was shocked when I was told that my daugh ter was
arrested in Singapore. I was even more saddened when I
heard the official reasons for the arrest of my <bugltter.
She was involved in a Marxist conspiracy to overthrow
the government. The White Paper said this.
It is painful for me to hear these accusa tions because
I know that th ey are not tru e. My daughter has been
mvolved in helping the poor people. I have personally
met many of these people myself and j udging from what
these people teU me. Irene was really helping them and

I
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they appreciate what she did. I'm glad. I'm proud of tbe
fact that Irene chose to make a commitment to the poor
in her life.
For the past 354 days when she was detained. my
life had been o ne long ordeal. I began to withdn \\. from
people and found consolation only in prayer and in the
support I received from concerned people.
When Irene told me on the phone th at she W2S
released. I felt released myself. But now I watch again
with an xiety when I see Irene suuggling to pick up the
pieces and trying to go on with her life. I know no"
that my ordeal is no t over yet. Thank you.

ISAARRESTS

IS A:
VIOLENCE AN EXCUSE?
A

!iran is deeply disturbed
by the continuous and in
fact increasing detention
of people without trial under the
Internal Security Act (ISA}.
The mass detention on 27
October 1987 and the days which
followed had done tremendous
damage to the image of Malaysia
and the confidence of the people
in the government. Many of them
including the Opposition Leader of
Parliament are still being detained
in Kamunting without any public
trial, while others have been
released mainly with conditions.
Nevertheless there have been other
ISA arrests, including the more
recent ones in Sarawak and Sabab.
A few days ago 27 persons in
Kedah and Perak were detained
under ISA. According to the
deputy President of the Muslim

party PAS, Ustaz Fadzil Nor,
several were held under ISA in the
past weeks. He confirmed that the
two of those arrested last Friday
were PAS division committee
members in Padang Terap.
The detention of citizens without trial is against social justice,
and indeed it is against the teachings of all major religions and moral
traditions. Thus detention without
trial is immoral, and it is a serious
violation or human rights.
Aliran calls upon the government to release all ISA detainees
or put them on public trial. A
public trial is necessary to ensure
that individuals are not arrested
arbitrarily and wrongfully detained,
and that tb"e detention is not
politically motivated. If the government has no case against the
detainees, they should be released

immediately without any condition.
The authority had cited the
prevention of violence as an excuse
in a number of recent arrests
involving politicians and others.
Aliran proposes that a new law be
enacted to prevent the use of
violence or the preparation of
violence for political purposes.
In this way those suspected of
these crimes may be put on public
trial, rather than placed under the
ISA detention.
Again we call upon the government to st.op using ISA to detain
citizens without trial, and to
release all ISA detainees.

e

Tan Chee Beng
Exco Member
19 November 1988

ARSON AND ISA
he recent arrests (said to be of 23 p~rsons in
newspaper reports appearing on the 16th of
November. 1988) call into questton 01ic!e agam
the propriety of the exercise of power by the police
under the lnternal Security Act, 1960. According to the
newspaper reports these persons were arrested in
connection with the burning of five government
buildings at the Semamk site in Kedah in June and that
several weapons and assortment of ammunitions were
also seized by the police.
lfwhat is alleged in the reports is true, then these
persons should be charged in Court for the criminal
offence or offences they will have committed by their
acts. The provisions of the Intemal Security Act should
not be invoked in order to detain lhem without trial.
The Council notes with grave concern the laxity in which
the preventive detention provisiOns have been invoked in
recent months. If this trend continues, wittingly or
unwittingly, preventive detention may become the order
of the day against anyone who is suspected of having

T

committed an offence thereby negating judicial process
which is the essence of the Rule of Law.
Preventive detention without trial is a serious maner.
It involves the citizen's universally acclaimed basic
human ri_ghts. Deprivation of such rights is a matter of
public interest. The arresting and detaining authority is
not only accountable to the detainee but to the society
generally. Society is entitled to be told immediately of
any such detentions. The Council notes with regret that
the 23 were detained between October 14 and
November I 0 and that the fact of theu arrests only
made public on November I 7, 1988.
e

RAJA AZIZ ADDRUSE,
Chainnan, Bar Council.
19 November 1988
Kuala /,umpur
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THE .JUDICIARY

The Law and the PM
We publish below a resolution on the Malaysian Judiciary adopted by
LAW ASIA (the Law Association of Asia and the Pacific) at a meeting
in Kuala Lumpur in early July this year. The resolution was sent to
the Malaysian Prime Minister Oatuk Scri Dr Mahathir Mohamad who
then responded to it through a lengthy reply. We also carry his reply
in this article.
Editor

Mr. David Geddes,
Secretary General,
LAW ASIA,
170 Phillip Street,
Sydney, N.S.W.,
5 Sept., 1988
AUSTRALIA.
Dear Sir,
Thank you for the copy of the resolution made by Lawasia at its meeting in Kuala Lumpur
on 8-9 July, 1988. I am appreciative oft he concern of Lawasia over the judiciary in Malaysia.

J would like to point out that the Government and the people of Malaysia have a great
respect for the law. We regard the Constitution as the supreme law of the country.
Respect of the law does not automatically mean respect for everything that the judiciary
does. As in other democrJtic countries it is recognised that judges arc human and can do wrong.
Provision is therefore made in the Constitution that judges may he removed if they do wrong.
Unlike many democratic countries the Malaysian Parliament is not empowered to impeach
iudgcs. Nor is the head of the judiciary a politician and member of the Cabinet as in England. The
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Constitution says quHe clearly that only a Tribunal of judges can recommend the removal of a
judge. Nowhere is there mentioned that the Lord President is not a judge or not subjected to this
provision if he does something to merit examination by a Tribunal as prescribed.
The role of the Prime Minister is limited to requesting the King to set up a Tribunal. After
that it is entirely up to the judges constituting the Tribunal. It is ridiculous to suggest that the
Prime Minister can direct the Tribunal which in this case includes two foreign judges who are
strangers to the Prime Minister. It is equally ridiculous to think that these judges would besmirch
their own names by consenting to any unseemly plot. In all ways they have behaved in accordance
with the principles and practice of the law.
The same cannot be said of the former Lord President. He refused to appear .before the
Tribunal, thus prejudging the judges in the Tribunal. lf anyone has no respect for the judiciary, the
former Lord President is the one.
It would seem that some lawyers feel that the law should not apply to the particular judge.
The Bar Council apparently regards being against the Government as evidence of the Independence
of the judiciary.

The Government does not expect the judiciary to favour it. But the Government is not
wrong in expecting an independent judiciary to favour no one and to be fair to all .
The Government will strictly adhere to the laws of the country . But the behaviour of the
former Lord President and the five supreme court judges have resulted in a lack of confidence in
the impartiality of some members of the judiciary. The aclion of the five Supreme Court judges in
ignoring procedures and seizing authority in order to help the former Lord President suggest that
there is one set of law for ordinary people and another for their colleague. If the law is supreme
then judges also must submit to it.
As a society of lawyers you are no doubt for justice to be done. You should ask yourself
whether you are being just to my country and the Govcrnment·l lead. If what we do is without
precedent, then what the former Lord President and the five Supreme Court judges did are also
without precedent. We merely react to the unprecedented things that they did.

I am not a lawyer and I cannot argue my case. The lawyers have the advantage over me. But
action taken against judges who erred does not imply disrespect for the law or the judiciary.
Failure to act would undermine the Government's credibility with other Government services and
the public at large.
If the Government goes wrong it can simply be thrown out at the next election. The
judiciary is permanent. If there is no means to stop a judge from going wrong, than we can say
goodbye to justice.
Yours faithfully,

(DR. MAHATI-IJR BIN MOHAMAD)
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LAW

MALAYSIA - THE
JUDICIARY AND THE
RULE OF LAW
We publish below an article by JUSTICE MICHAEL ~y, Commissioner of the Inter~tionaJ
Commission of Jurists, and President, Court of Appeal ot New South Wales. These are his personal
- Editor
views.
ARRESTS AND T!IE MALAYSIAN
!NTERNAL SECURITY ACT
Everyone concerned about the rule of law and respect
for human rights must pay close attention to recent
developments in Malaysia. The situation there is of
special concern to Australian judges and lawyers. This is
because Malaysia is in our region. 11 shares many of the
same historical links to the common law and the English
tradition of independent judiciary. Moreover many
Australian judges and lawyers undertook their studies at
university side by side with students from Malaysia in
the 1960s. Although many Malaysian lawyers continued
at that time to receive training in England, some were
educated in Australia. Close friendships were formed.
Malaysia always seemed such a sutble, law abiding
multicultural society adhering to the rule of law. It
enjoyed a strong constitution and an independent
judiciary. Its economy flourished under these beneficial
features of its government.
Lately, things have changed dramatically. In a recent
report to the Australian Section of the lCJ , (ICJA) there
were recorded the arrests and detention of
approx£mately a hundred persons detained under the
Malaysian Internal Security Act . Some of the people
arrested were Members of Parliament, educationalists,
leaders of reform groups, academics and religious
workers. The leader of the roam Opposition Party was
arrested. So was a leading human rights lawyer. Many
features of the hearings, judgments and legal provis10ns
applied to these people were criticised in the ICJA
report. The Bar of Malaysia has a long record of support
for human rights, democracy and the rule of law. rt has
made strong statements calling for the unconditional and
immediate release of all the persons detained.

THE LORD PRESIDENT WRITES TO THE
KING

Malaysia against the Government and Government Party
resulted in attacks on the judiciary by members of the
Government. notably the Prime Minister. These
culminated in amendments to the constitution and the
suspension and later dismissal of the Lord President of
the Supreme Court of Malaysia. The Lord President, Tun
Mohd Salleh bin Abas was summoned to the presence of
the Prime Minister to be told of his suspension. His
alleged offence was a letter he had written on behalf of
Malaysian Judges to the King of Malaysia. The Lord
President wrote the letter in a representative capacny.
The terms in which he reported the anxiety of the judges
about developments affecting the judiciary were mild b}
comparison with statements frequently made in
Australia, England and elsewhere when judges detect
unwarranted intrusion by the Executive Government
into the Judicial Branch.
Because the Lord President would not stand down.
conceiving himself guilty of no wrongdoing, he was
hastily invesugatcd by a hand-picked Tribunal. Some of
the members of the Tribunal were inappropriate
participants in it, being junior in rank to the Lord
President: possible candidates to succeed him; or, in one
case, a person who had actually participated in the vote
of the judges that the allegedly offending lener should
be sent to the King. The Malaysian Bar protested agamst
the constitution of the Tribunal.
The ICJ, Geneva, issued a statement questioning
whether any action by the Lord President constituted
"misbehaviour" or "inability" withtn the meaning of the
Malaysian Constitution. The Jetter sent to the King of
Malaysia had been a private one. By the standards of the
common law world it did not even begin to justify the
extreme action which had followed it The Jetter was
obviously just a pretext to remove the independent
minded Lord President Salleh Abas from his office.

REMOVAL OF JUDGES
When the Lord President challenged the adverse

During 1988 a number of suits in the courts of
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decision of the Tribunal in the Malaysian courts and
sought a stay whilst his challenge was pending in the
High Court of Malaysia, the five Supreme Court Judges
who granted the stay were in turn suspended on the
initiative of the Government. The five judges explained
that it was their duty under the law to hear and
determine the application brought as a matter of
urgency. Clearly, they did no more than to perform their
judicial functions as the law and their judicial oaths
required them. The result of their insistence upon the
rule of law has been disastrous for them personaUy. But
it is even more disastrous for the law and the
independence of the judiciary in Malaysia. The former
Prime Minister of Malaysia, Tunku Abdul Rahman has
described the events as putting Malaysia "on the r~ad to
dictatorship".
Judges and lawyers throughout Australia, and other
common law countries in the region have watched these
developmeuts with the greatest anxiety. The apparent
misuse of the internal security law has now been
escalated into attacks on the judiciary and even the
removal from office of the most senior judges in the
country. The only shining examples to be given at this
time were the courage of the former Lord President
SaUeh and of the Judges of the Supreme Court
suspended for doing no more tl1an their judicial and
constitu tiona! duty. The Malaysian Bar has also been
fearless in its support of the independent judges and in
its condemnation of the attacks on tHe judiciary. In this
fearless support of judicial independence lies hope, in
the long run, for the future of the rule of law in
Malaysia.
I met Tun Mohd Salleh Bin Abas when he was Lord
President. In Februa.ry 1988 we both attended a
conference in Bangalore, India on the recognition of
international human rights norms and their application
in domestic law. I found Tun SaUeh courteous,
perceptive, intelligent and independently minded. He
took an active part in the deliberations of the Chief
Justices and Judges who attended the conference. He
was properly discreet and courteous. When the question
of a concluding statement by the participants at the end
of the conference was mooted, he urged, instead, that
the statement should be made only by Justice Baghwati,
U1e former Chief Justice of India. (Sec (1988) 62 AU
531; ( 1988) 14 CLB 882). This signalled the Lord
President's high sense of propriety and the limits which
he imposed upon himself in the public expression of
opinions and matters which could be regarded as in any
way controversial in Malaysia. Out of respect for his
views, the concluding statement of the Bangalore
Conference was made by Chief Justice Baghwati of India.
Imagine, then, my surprise to hear that it was suggested ·
that Tun SaUeh should be removed from office for the
indiscretion of writing a private letter to the King at the
behest of his judicial colleagues.

UNDERSTANDING THE INDEPENDENCE OF
THE JUDICIARY
At the swearing in of the new Chief Justice of New
South Wales (Chief Justice Gleeson) on 2 November

.J 988, the ~tate Attorney General (Mr John Dowd MP),
a pa~t PreSident of the Australian Section of the ICJ,
reml!ld~d those present of the need to reinforce respect
~or .tl~e mdepcnde~ce of the ju~iciary. Necessarily,
JUdges must occasionally do things which upset the ·
Executive Government. Mr Dowd said :

"The separation between the judicial and the
executive branches of Government is not simply a
matter of theory but of crucial inlportance to the
maintenance of our system of Government. There is
n_o doubt that Governments are irritated from time to
t1me because a decision by a court does not conform
to Government policy; or in some way the bulldozer
~f the State ls forced to halt before it squashes the
~1ght of some individual or organisation .... The
Im~ortance of the role of the courts in the balancing
of mterests and the application of the law without
fear or favour is not as widely understood as it should
be. So _it is worth restating publicly here today. The
auth~nt~ of the courts and their ability to carry out
~onsti_tuhonal functions is directly related to the way
m which the public perceives the administration of
justice".
It seems that respect for judicial independence in
Malaysia has been overborne by transient political
passio~s. The precedent of the removal of judges from
office 1s a very sorry one. 1t is not only a terrible assault
upon judges of integrity and honour. It is an attack on
th~ constitutional independence of the judiciary. Unless
qu1ckly reversed, it will do great damage to the
confidence of the outside world in the Malaysian judicial
and legal system. A judiciary attacked in this way may
. become supine and subservient to the Executive. One
has only to look at what happens to those who do their
duty!

THE DUTY TO SPEAK UP
No Australian lawyer, still less a judge, has a right to
interfere in the internal affairs of another country. But
no one with an affection for Malaysia and its people, a
feeling for the historical link through the shared
traditions of the common law and a respect for the
principal victims of these recent events can keep silent at
this time. It is essential that those who enjoy the
blessing!. of the rule of law and respect for human rights
should speak out against abuses, wherever they occur.
Lately, there have been too many abuses in the Asia/
Pacific region. That is why Australian lawyers cannot :
~emain si!ent about the situation in Malaysia. They owe
It to the mdependent judges of Malaysia and to the
MaJaysian Bar to speak out and to express their deep
concern. They owe it to the suspended and dismissed
judges to express their admjration for their fearless
actions. They owe it to fellow human beings in Malaysia
to do what they properly can to let it be known that
~ese shocking events are becoming more and more
Widely known. And that they will do great harm to
confidence in Malaysia's economy and political and legal
system. Only in this way may those embarked on the
"road to dictatorship" be forced to turn back.
continued on page 43
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BIJMAN RIGHTS

Transit Denied
We publish below the co"espondence pertaining to Dr. Chandra Muzaffar's unjust denial of transit
facilities at Changi lntemational Airport in Singapore. 111e letter that begins with "lJear friend . ..
was sent to human rights groups and news agencies in different parts of the wurkJ.
- Editor

Dear friend,
May peace be with you.
The enclosed correspondence is self-explanatory. I am making these letters public so that groups
and individuals who cherish basic human rights and freedoms will realize how unreasonable the
Singapore Government can be. You will gain an insight into the arrogant, inhuman bureaucratic
mind as it slavishly serves the dictates of an authoritarian leadership.
I leave it to your good sense to decide on an appropriate response.
Warmest regards,
Sincerely,
(Chandra Muzaffar)
4 November 1988

6 October 1988
The Controller of Immigration
Immigration Department
95 South Bridge Road
South Bridge Centre
Singapore 01 OS
Fax No. 5301840

• 1 ternational Airport
ngt n
Re: Request to allow Chan ra
. s·
e at the end of October
f
entenng mgapor
·
I am one of the four Malay~ians whdo wtha: ~~~;r~dal ~~urity Act (ISA) of Malaysia. The ban IS
·
t that tune un cr
1987. 1 was in detcnuon a
.
Government on what
still in force.
. . f om the Smgapore
1

Sir

the

d

Muzaffar to transit at the

Cba

ba!heo~;~~s', ~:es~~a;~~:~~g~"lo~;.~~f~~::~~~a~~~:r~re~ar~~~~ t~'::~~t ~~~e~an a so

that I maY not transit at the .c hangi
t aordinary difficulties upon me.
means
.
t of the ban 1m poses ex r
destination. Thts aspec
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Since a number of air-routes from the Malaysia-Singapore region to North America, Europe
and even other parts of Asia use Singapore as a transit-point,) ftnd that it is sometimes impossible
to avoid Changi. J am faced with that problem just now. I have been invited to an academic
seminar in Colombo, Sri Lanka organized by the International Centre for Ethnic Studies QCES)
and the Harvard Law School scheduled for early November and my travel route would require me
to transit at Changi for a couple of hours. (See attached correspondence). The only other choices l
have are to leave from Kuala Lumpur 2 days before the actual seminar which would create a lot of
inconvenience aD around, or travel via Bangkok which means an overnight stay in that city with all
the attendant problems.

In May this year,) had to encounter a similar problem. Since I could not transit in
Singapore, I was not able to take a flight from Singapore to Toronto for a conference at Buffalo,
in the States. Consequently, my journey took up an additional4 or 5 hours, via London and New
York.
These are not mere inconveniences to an individual in the ordinal}' sense. I am a polio victim
and have to use a wheelchair at airports and on my travels abroad. Having to travel two days earlier
to a foreign countl}' or staying overnight in a foreign city can cause enormous difficulties which
!]Orrnal travellers in a similar situation will not face . This is especially so when I'm travelling alone,
as I often do.
This is why I'm making a formal request to the Singapore Government to allow me to transit
at Changi airport en route to other destinations. Transiting would mean that I'll not leave the
transit lounge at the airport. Needless to say, by making this request I'm not asking for the ban on
me to be rescinded.
lt is my fervent hope that this request will be granted. A prompt answer will be much
appreciated since I have to fmalise travel arrangements for my Colombo seminar within the next
10 days or so. The seminar begins on the 6th of November.
Thank you.
Sincerely

(Orr - - - - - - - - - - 18 October '88

Dr Chandra Muzaffar
ALIRAN
P.S 1049, 10830 Pulau Pinang
No 6 Jalan Lepas

Pulau Pinang
Malaysia

Dear Sir

REQUEsT TO TRANSIT AT THE CffANGJ AIRPORT
Jrefer to your letter dated 6.1 0.88.
2
Your request has been carefull
.
be acceded to.
Y consJdered. However,I regret to inti
.
orm you that Jt cannot
Yours faithfully

CHIA SlEW KWONG
for CONTROLLER OF IMMIGRATION
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FREEDOM

Farewell Marx
and Mao; your
party is over
In 1979 a courageous worker-dissident, Wej Jingsheng was sentenced to 15 years
behind bars on Deng Xiao Ping's orders for claiming that the latter's Four Modernisations
will not work without a fifth moder~tion - democracy. Today Fang L.i.zhL an
astrophysicist by profession is carrying on the struggle for a democratic China.
Hailed as China's Sakharov by the international press, Fang once believed that Marxism
should indeed show the way in every field of life and that the Communist Party was
absolutely good. That was in 1955 when he joined the Party. He has been there. Today
he fmnly believes that Marxism is obsolete- "like a worn dress that must be put aside."
His demonstration of the failures of Marxism in China and of Deng's four basic
principles as an irrational and ill-considered dogma earned him his expulsion from the
Party, his second, in January 1987.1t was ordered by Deng for "bourgeois liberalist
deviation''. Undaunted by the real threat of incarceration - he says that sooner or later
others wiU take up the call for human rights and democracy - Fang continues to speak
out against Deng's and the Party's policies with outspoken honesty.
Here, China's voice of conscience and the thorn in Deng's flesh, speaks to Tiziano
Terzani of Der Spiegel in Italy over a wide range of issues- from Deng's Four
Modernisations to his vision for China.

Democratisation. Without democracy there can
be no development. Unless individual human rights
arc recognised there can be no true democracy.
Jn China, the very ABC's of democracy are unknown. We have to educate ourselves towards
democracy. We have to understand that democracy
is not something that our leaders can hand over
to us. Democracy that comes from above is no
democracy, iL is nothing but a relaxation of control.
There will be a J1eavy fight. But it cannol be
avoided.

rof. Fang, among Chinese students
you are a hero. The international
press has hailed you as China's Sakharov. Deng Xiaoping on the other hand
calls you a "bad element" China's
communist party maintains you are a victim of the
disease called "bourgeois liberalism. " What are you
really?

P

A little bit of all of this. But in the first place
aru an astrophysicist. The n~tural sciences are
my religion. Einstein once said something of the
sort. ln the past I did not understand him. Now I
know: we scientists have a belief and an aim, we
have an obligation towards society. If we discover
a truth and society does not accept it, this weighs
us down. That is what happened to Galilco. That .
is when, as scientists, we have to intervene. With
this mission, I step into society.

First you have attacked local party cadres, then
the party committee of the city of Peking ttd
recently you attacked the politburo itself. What is
your next target?
Marxism.
You go very far.
It is a truth that cannot be deoied that Marxism
is no longer of much use. As a scientist I can prO\'e

What kind of mission do you have for China?
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Deng stated in 1979 that, in conformity with the
Chinese Constitution, every citizen should be guided
by fonr principles~ the socialist way, the dictatorship of the people's democracy, leadership of the
party, Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought.
Marxism is a thing of the past. It helps to understand the problems of the last century, but not
of today. Tile same is true in physics. Newton
developed his theory 300 years ago. 1t is still
valuable, but it does not help to solve today's
problems , such as those related to computer technology. Marxism belongs to a precise epoch of civilisation which is over. It is like a wom dress that
must be put aside.

New generation: "Without democracy there can
be no development."
it. Most answers given by Marxism with regard to
the natural sciences are obsolete, some are even
downright wrong. That is a fact. What Marxism
has to say about the natural sciences stems from
Engel's book Dialectic of Nature. On nearly every
single page of this book one can detect something
surpassed or something completely wrong.

Hearing you talk, one must admit that this time
the party was right to expel you. Would you lik$!
to be the founder of a new party?

J have asked myself this question. But under
the present circumstances it would be impossible.
Perhaps in 30 year's time. Perhaps then we shall
be in the positio·n in which Taiwan nnds itself
today, with more than one party.

For example?
In the 1960s, with the help of Marxism, the
Soviet Union and China repeatedly criticised the
results of modern natural sciences. In biology they
criticised genetics, in physics they criticised the
theory of relativity and extended their criticism
from cosmology to the development of the
computer. Not even once has their criticism been
correct. Therefore, how can one say today that
Marxism should lead the natural sciences? That
idea is totally wrong.

Are the four fundamental principles a sort of
strait-jacket that prevents China from developing
into a democracy?
Yes, if the principles remain rigid. But the leadership itself said that MarXIsm should develop. I read
this sentence in the People's Daily and I picked
it up. We can bold on to the principles provided
they are being developed.

Have you ever believed in Marxism?

But how can fundamental reforms be achieved
within the present power structure?

I surely have! Immediately after Liberation
(1949) and in the 1950s T fumly believed in
Marxism. When I entered the party in 1955, I was
convinced that Marxism should show the way in
every field and that the communist party was
absolutely good.

One could keep the form, but change its content.
The Protestants made their Reformation of the
(Roman) Cathollc Church, but keep using the same
Bible. In China we could do the same. In front of
the shop the sheep's head keeps dangling, but inside
the shop one sells dog's meat.

When I was expelled in 1958, during the antirightist campaign, 1 sincerely made a self-criticism.
1 was convinced that I had wronged the party.
Now the party has expelled me for the second
time, but this time I know that I was not mistaken.
TI1erefore r refused to make a self-criticism.

You consider it possible to reform a communist
system - but until now this has never been
achieved.
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It is difficult, but if any country stands a chance,
that country is China.

That is democracy. If we fail to achieve this, China
will hardly become a truly developed, modem
country.

A better chance than the Soviet Union under
(General Secretary Mikhail) Gorbachov?

Already in 1978 something similar was said. In

those days, the worker Wei Jingsheng wrote on a

Of cowse. We find ourselves in a much better
p<>sition for a simple reason: In the Soviet Union
the communist party has achieved a few successes
- in military defence and in the sciences. Their
intellectuals enjoy much more freedom than we
ever had. In China, on the contrary, the communist
party caMot boast of a single success. It has
achieved nothing of value during the past 30 years.
That's why leaders on all levels are worried. That's
why even among the highest cadres there are some
who admit that nothing of value has been achieved.
This couldn't be said as easily in the Soviet Union.

wall in Peking, which later became known as

Democracy Wall: 'Without democracy, no modernisation!" He got 15 years' imprisonment for it.
You, Prof. Fang, are still free. ls it because you
are a well-known scientist, whereas Wei was nothing
but an electrician?
Of course. That's how things are in China. A
Worker who has done something objectionable
can easily be removed. Worker unrest does not
worry the government, workers are easily dealt
with. Right now there are quite a few incidences
of unrest, but the public is not aware of them.
Abroad one knows nothing of them, for these
people have no international contacts.

Is there reaDy not a single success for China to boast
of?
What do you mean by success? Sure, in pingpong
and in volleyball we have been successful, but in
no other field. That is why the need for reforms
is being felt so strongly at all levels of society.
The belief in the party has vanished in our country,
particularly among the young.

Are things different in the case of the intellectuals?
Whenever it is students who demonstrate. the
government is more concerned. It does not as
easily dare to take action against students. That
is why I maintain that the power of the intellectuals
is relatively great. That is why 1 keep telling my
students: he who has knowledge has also influence,
cannot be disregarded by the government. T advise
my students not to open their mouths too wide
at fust, but to study diligently. Those, however,
who completed their studies successfully, those
must open their mouths.

I have an older friend who also is a physicist.
He has been a member of the communist party
since before Liberation when he fought in the
underground. In 1958, he was labelled a rightwing
deviationist, but never complained about it at
the time. Only recently has he declared publicly:
"All my life I have finnly believed in the party.
Today I realise it was only a dream. " Many
intellectuals think as he does.

Wei Jingsheng spoke 10 years ago. Today,
I speak like he did. In 10 more years more scholars
may perhaps equally speak up. Man should be
allowed to criticise his leaders without fear. That
is a sign of democracy.

You seem to consider it a matter of coarse that
the intellectuals should be the vanguard of society. ·
Isn't that the old Platonic idea of philosophers
becoming kings?

What about human rights in China?
It is dangerous to talk about them. Human
rights are a taboo subject in China. Our situation
is far wcme than in the Soviet Union. Wei
Jingsheng's is a famous case, but there are thousands
of others whose names are even unknown. In the
Soviet Union name lists at least exist. Not in China.

Intellectuals are no kings, but still they are the
main force pushing society ahead. They should
be independent and free. Intellectuals ought to
play a big role.
Up until now it has been the party which decided
on the role of the intellectuals. During the Cultlmll
Revolution they were forced down to the lowest,
"stinking ninth" position of the "nine bad
categories" of society. Today, under Deng Xiaoping,
they have climbed· up again to the third position,
after peasants and workers. But still they are not
independent.

Is domocracy really a necessary condition for the
development of a country? States like Taiwan,
South Korea, Singapore and the crown colony of
Hongkong have made enonnous economic progress
without being true democracies.
First of all, in the countries you named there
is far more democracy than in China. Secondly,
those countries are under American protection,
and the US wish their economies to develop. In
the case of China things are different. Moreover,
in China it is particularly difficult to separate
economic from political democracy.

Quite right. Mao described this dependency
of the intellectuals with . the words: "The hair
clings firmly to the skin. " Nothing has changed
in this situation. The intellectuals continue to be
used as tools. Now is the time for them to show
their strength. Nobody should be intimidated.
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"In China, the party wants to control everything, including the way of life and the thought of the people.#

West views him as an aUy on the interr.atiooaJ
stage.

Deng holds a different view, he has told the
O.inese: "Get rich, to be rich is glorious. The party
shall take care of the rest. "

The West seems to have a very superficial under·
standing of China.

In China, the party does not want to manage
only politics. It wants to control everything,
including the way of life and the thoughts of the
people. Today, factories are being managed by
managers, but the party cadres keep wielding the
power. Peasants enjoy the free-market system,
but the cadres tell them: 'IYou still need our
rubber stamp, you still have to buy us off!"
There Ues the root of the new corruption. In order
to create a true economic democracy in China,
one ought to abolish political controls. That is
exactly what the party fears most.

Could Deng even revoke his reforms?
I don't think so. The economy would collapse
and also the party would disintegrate. In 1962,
when millions of people in China died of hunger
because of economic mistakes, the country was
kept together thanks to Mao's prestige. Today,
nobody has such prestige.
But haven't a
successful?

'lot

of Oeng's reforms

been

Many people, particularly people abroad, believe
so. There have been some successes in agricultural
production. But in the cities, in industry, reforms
have not really started yet. The reform of wages
and of prices was unsuccessful.

Hasn't Deng Xiaoping opened Pandora's Box with
his economic reforms? Doesn't Deng equally want
democracy?
No. Deng's reforms are intended to stabilise
the system in the short run. What Deng wants
to avert is the collapse of the system. The party
is in a quandary: if it introduces reforms, then it
has to reduce its power; if it does not introduce
reforms, then it loses its power even faster.

You cannot deny, however, that people in China
are better off today.
They have more TV sets and more refrigerators.
Isn't that progress?

Deng is the hero of the West. In 1985, Time
magazine selected him the man of the year. The

be
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Certainly, but the progress of a society should
all-round. The economy is an important

us.

indicator of development, but it is not the only
one. The An:b countries are very affluent, but
their society is not developed. I believe that
education and the cultural standard are important
characteristics of a developed society. Eating
and drinking are very important, of course,
especially in a poor country like China. But it
is equally important for the human being to realise
that he is a human being.

Could the army play an important role in future?
In our society, the army does play an importanl
role. But it is no monolith. Its different levels hold
different views. I, for one, have received many
letters of solidarity from many members of the
anny.
Ho~

China today is importing Western technology
in order to push ahead its own modernisation.
Do you think this is right?

many have yo_u received in all?

Thousands. Often they were open postcards
with the name and address of the sender- a brave
deed in China. On one it even said: "If this postcard
does not reach its destination, tlzen there is no
democracy · in Cllina. " When I passed through
customs on the day of my departure, the policemen
on duty in the boats stopped their work and came
to talk to me: "Are you Fang Lizht' Have you
solved your problems? Are you allowed to travel
abroad? That's good!"

Certainly. But it is not enough to import
something Western here and there, to buy a few
big computers. In order to become truly modern,
we have to import the spirit of Western civilisation
into China. Chinese civilisation has gained many
a profound insi~t, but it ignores logic. For the
sake of our development, we must adopt the
Western spirit.

Are you sure that after your return to China you
will not be arrested or at least banned to a faraway
region?
I am prepared for it.

The party has accused you of being polluted by
Western ideas, and to be advocating a complete
Westemisation of China. Is this true?
We must open our cbunlry in all directions,
then many positive things will enter it, while our
own values will not be lost. I have never said that
we should repudiate those Chlnese traditions that
are good. However, the feudal relationships of the
Chinese society are bad and must be abolished.
True, Western morality is different from ours, but
that doesn't mean it is worse·.

You could emigrate ...
ln the past I thought about it seriously. Now
1 can no longer do it. Should I leave now, I would
abandon my students and my friends in China.
I have been criticised by high cadres. yet l don't
leave the country, whereas cadre children who never
were criticised do go abroad to study ...

By inviting the communists to reform the system,
don't you invite the party to commit political
suicide?
·

What happened to the students who took part
in the demonstrations?

As far as I know, no student of one of the wellknown universities has been arrested. However, we
know that all of them have been photographed and
registered by name. Later, they will make them
wear narrow shoes, as we say in China .

One cannot ask the party to relinquish Its power.
The communists hold on to their totem pole. One
must therefore consider whether there isn't a way
around it. Couldn't it be that one day the totem
pole vanishes all by itself!

The campaign against "bourgeois liberalism"
continues...
That campaign has shown us the strength of the
resistance against reforms. h has shown us that we
badly underestimated the strength of our oppo·
nents. We have been too optimistic. On the other
hand, the campaign has convinced more and more
people of the necessity of reforms. We do not
want a revolution, which f'rrst of all is difficult
to achieve, and second not necessarily good.
Therefore, the only way open to China is that
of reforms. Democracy, education and intellectual
freedom are its absolutel) indispensible prerequisites e

If the totem pole vanishes, China will be without
an alternative power structure. Wouldn't there be
a danger of chaos breaking out, of warlords taking
over tbe country?
There is always that danger in China.
What is going to happen when Deng dies?
In the short r-un we might be worse off, but in
the long run, better. ll's possible that after Dcng's
death Mao's thought will no longer be valid and that
then we shall be able to radically discus~ the past
30 years. That is probably what Hu Yaobang, who
was demoted in January, planned to do: He once
~aid t~lat not one portrait of Mao should be hanging
m China. Today, the )asl one hangs on Tiananmen
Square, but Mao's thought continues to dominate

(Extracted from the FAR EASTt'RN ECONOMIC
REVIEW, 22 OCTOBER 1987)
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POLITICS

THE
TRAGEDY OF BURMA

Caught between bayonets and a barricade, student demonstrators in Rangoon scurry for safety.

ince the military coup by Saw Maung on September 18 of this year, as many as 10.000
Burmese students and labourers may have fled the cities and towns to seek safety along the
heavily jungled border areas. Here their Jives have changed drastically, and now instead of
struggling to pass university exams, they are struggling to survive. Malaria, hunger and cold strive to .
break down the vision these young people have of a Burma united and living in peace and harmony.
Despite the many hardships they must face however, they continue to dream of their "new
Burma" and so the spirit of their struggle goes on.
The following declaration was written by approximately 2000 students now living in Thay Baw
Boe camp,just across the border from Mae Sot, Thailand.

S
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n December 10 of this year, the world will
celebrate the 40th anniversary of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Our
friends in Burma arc calling on us to unite with them on
tJ1is day to hold a memorial for lhe more than 8,000
young people who died during the recent
demonstrations for democracy, and to call on the
Bunnese government and military to listen 10 the voice
of the people who suddenly find themselves thrust into
a situation which sepa(ates them from family and home.
If civil war and untold suffering is to be avoided in
Burma, we must join with these young people to find a
non-violent solution to the present situation. There is
still time, and if we unite witJl them on December 10,
there just might be a chance to bring abou r the change
needed without further violence.

Troops in Rangoon's Anawrahta
peaceful strikes with bullets
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THE PLIGHT OF
BURMESE STUDENTS
AUNG LWIN
his afternoon (19.10.88).
while busy with the food
supply for the students at
the camp, some students from
Rangoon University came to me
and said one of the male srudents
was seriously suffering from malaria
and had been unconscious since
morning. At present there are two
doctors and four medical students
at the Democratic Clinic for the
students. But because of a lack of
medicines and instruments the
medical workers are facing many
d ifficullies.
As we have no funds of our own,
we had to borrow money from the
villagers and with the help of the
Karens we made arrangements to
send the boy to the Mae Sot
hospital (in Thailand). When the car
was about to leave, some boys came
running and said one female
student was also seriously ill with
malaria. So arrangements had to be
made for that student to be sent to
Mae Sot as well.
The suffering of Burmese
students grows day by day. Because
of bad weather, and a lack of good
sanitation, medicines and food,
many students fall sick. At present
there are nine in-patient students
and about 30 out-patients suffering
from malaria. There is one question
which we all need to consider. Why
do these city boys and girls leave
the city and come to this remote
border area and suffer these hardships'!

T

.

WHY DO THEY COME?

m~~;,~~.~:'~-' \~1~~~&;:'~~-:.~ ~>...

Since 1962, when the Ne Win
militarl' took over power and
declared Burma a Socialist State.
the Burmese people have lost their
rights and have suffered a lot.
Because of economic decline, the
country has now become one of the
least developed countries in the
world. A country like Burma, rich
in natural resources, should not be

a least developed country! Why is it
now so? The answer clearly is
because of the lllismanagement of
Ne Win and his military aides.
After realizing the suffering of
the people and the cause of the
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Lugging a mortally wounded. colleague back to camp : Lack ot sanitation,
medicines and food cause the students to fall sick or make a perilous
(eturn to the city.
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problems, the students of Rangoon
University,
through
peaceful
demonstrations. fought for the
rights of the people. They asked for
the abolition of socialism and the
o~e-party system, the freeing of all

2. They were also ordered to cut
off the heads of student leaders and
monks. If they succ~ded, they
would receive an award of 10.000
kyats each (about USS 1430).

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP - Students at Mandalay University in calmer
days; Sein Lwin , whose 17 days in power saw students arrested, tortured
and killed; Student recruit at Salween 3 Camp fighting for the " new
Burma".
political prisoners, the return of the
Student Union, the formation of an
interim Government, and the introduction of a molti-party system
to Burma.
Since March the peaceful
demonstrations were brutally suppressed by Sein Lwin. Students
were arrested, tortured and killed.
Female students were even raped.
Beca~s·e of the shooting, Buddhist
monks, students, doctors, nurses
and the people were killed. The
lives of many precious sons and
daughters of Burma were lost.
lnspite of all these cruel acts, the
students never gave up. T hey
continued to fight for democracy.

This is why Sein Lwin had to quit
after being in power for only 17
days. Then Maung Mau ng came in.
An intellectual and a graduate of
Oxford,
Maung
Maung
also
neglected the students' wishes and,
in many cunning ways, tried to
destroy the people's power.

WHAT DID HE DO TO
DESTROY
PEACEFUL
DEMONSTRATJONS?
I. The military intelligence agents
were given money and rice and then
instructed to put poison in water
and food given to the demonstrators.
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3. The troops were ordered to open
the warehouses and take all the rice
and goods out in their trucks. Then
they left open the warehouses.
When the needy people in the ~rea
came to take things from the
warehouses for their own su~ival,
the troops came back and shut
them down. Next day in the
newspapers and radio, Maung
M aung~ government announced the
disturbances and said that rioters
broke open the warehouses and the
troops Jtad to shoot them in order
to bring back order . The government also reported that all the
goods in the warehouses were
stolen by the people.
Though Maung Maung tried in
many ways to destroy the student
demonstrators, the students. monks
and the working people were able
to make known all his evil deeds.
His agents were caught and their
plans were exposed.
Thereafter
Maung
~taung
changed his tactics and tried to
make the country unstable by
ordering his troops to cause
problems throughout the whole
nation.
One
example
was what
happened on September 17. While
the students were peacefully

Following developments in downtown Rangoon : There is hope yet in people p ower
demonstrating along
Merchant
Street, the solctiers started shooting at the students. Students,
monks and the working people,
with only knives, catapults {slingshots) and jingalis {sharpened
bicycle spokes), surrounded the
Trade Ministry Building and captured 24 soldiers and their arms
and ammunition.
On the same night, the troops
shot at hunger stri!<ers at the
Union Bank and City Hall. When
students, monks and working
people came out fearing that the
students in the hunger strike might
be hlt, the soldiers stopped them
halfway and told them not to
worry because the troops were
only shooting among themselves.
So the crowd went away.
The next day, September 18,
the Chief of Staff of the Army
announced that because of all the
djsturbances and lawless acts
throughout the country, the
military bad to take over power.
The students continued their
peaceful strike o~ September 19.
They were shot in front of the
Ministers' offices, the American
Embassy and many other places in
the city. The troops fitcd on the
students with launchers, hand

grenades, and machine guns. They
also used tanks and aonoured cars
to disperse the students.
Tn 1920, during the student
strike against the British, the
students were run down by horses
and beaten with sticks.
In 1988, our students were run
down by military cars and shot
with machine guns.
l n 1920, only one student died.
In 1988, over 8,QOO students.
were murdered.
Not only did they shoot the
people, but the troops also went
from house to house and searched
for leaders. When caught, they were
labelled communists and immediately shot to death. If the parents
could not tell where their sons or
daughters were, the parents themselves were beaten or arrested.
Because of these situations,
students, monks and the working
people who took a11 active part in
the strike can no longer stay in the
cities. So they have had to flee for
their Jives to the jungles and border
areas.
The students who fled Rangoon
following the military coup by Saw
Maung have now formed into
camps and arc exploring all ways
and means to bring about the
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restoration of democracy in Burma.
F or these students, most of
whom have spent all their lives·in
the city, the bad weather, malaria
and lack of food and me<Jic;nes arc
a d ifficult burden.
··
Some of the students could not
stand the situation and decided to
return to Rangoon. Traders who
travel back and forth between the
border and Rangoon report that
many of these students are caught
and executed.
Now we, the students of Bunna,
clearly see that the words and the
actions of the Burmese government
and military arc not the same, and
we beHave that we cannot trust
them at aU.
Despite the difficulties and
dangers which we students are
facing in the jungle along the
border area, we feel we can never
give up. With support and cooperation of friends who Jove
democracy, we will struggle till
victory is won.
We firm ly believe that the power
of the people can help change the
situation in Burma and genuine
democracy can be restored in our
beloved land.

October 25. 1988

INTERVIEWS WITH TWO YOUNG
BURMESE STUDENTS,
OCTOBER 29, 1988
ar Ni, a 24 year-old Burmese
student and I were sitting in
a coffee shop in downtown
Bangkok. It was air-conditioned,
quiet and served good hot coffee, a
total contrast to the spartan life
Zar Ni is now living in the jungle
camp just inside Burma which has
become his new home.
1
1 as!...ed him to tell me some of
his experiences during the antigovernment strikes which took
place in the early part of this
year. Following is one of his stories.

Z

"On March 16, the studems
from Rangoon Institute of Technology began a peaceful demonstration. They marched to the
Regional College nearby where
they joined the students there.
Then they marched towards the
Rangoon Arts and Sciences
University. Students from this
university joined them on Prome
Road in front of lnya Lake. 1
was with this latter group of
students.
When . we reached the point
in front of lnya Lake, our way
was blocked by the military.
Th~ also blocked the road
behind us. We did not know
what they would do, but we
conlinued singing and calling out
for democracy. Altogether, there
must have been 16.000 of us

gathered. We had no weapons,
not even sticks in our hands.
Suddenly, at approximately 2
pm, about six TELL trucks
(large military trucks supplied to
the Rangoon government by 1he
Japanese) sped towards our
demonstration with their horns
blaring. The students were
shocked. Many did not know
what to do and were driven over
by these trucks. Some of the
students began running towards
the Sin Ye 0\vin (Elephant Well)
Ward which was to the left of
Prome Road. There they could
hide among the houses and for
the most part were safe.
Other students tried to escape
by running up the steep embankment which holds back the
waters of lnya Lake. The
soldiers from the Security Unit
pursued them, and forced many
of them to jump into the lake.
Many of the female students
could not swim and drowned.
Others, who could swim, tried to
come back to shore, but the
soldiers forcibly t0ok off all
their jewellery and then beat
them back with sticks. Many of
them also drowned. At least 40
female students drowned in the
lake that day. Later, when their
bodies floated back to the
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surface, the soldiers came and
took the bodies away to be
cremated. The military did not
disclose the names of these
female students, so their parents
still do not know what has
happened to them.
The Security Unit also began
ftTing into the student demonstration with all kinds of weapons, including large machme
guns. When the students were hit
by these weapons, the bullets
would rip out a huge hole m
their bodies. Many students dted
on the spot. At least :!80
died on that day (March 16) on
Pro me Road.
There is a stairway which
goes to the top of the embankment on lnya Lake. It is called
Tade Phyu Bridge which means
White Bridge. Later, when the
military withdrew to their barracks, (on September 16) the
students and thousands of other
people came to Tade Phyu
Bridge to hold a memonal
service for all those who had
died. Many speeches were given,
calling the military big, vicious
anin1als who Jove to pre} on
small, defenceless animals.
During the memorial serv1ce,
a monument was erected to the
fallen students, and the- name of
the bridge was changed to Tade
Ni Bridge which means Red
Bridge because of all the blood
spilt on that horrible day.
(After the military coup of Saw
Maung, the monument and
memorial to the students was
torn down so that the military
would not have to take responsibilities for this horrible inhuman act).
When the shooting fmally
ended on that day. the military
took away at least I 0 truckloads
of students to lnsein prison.

There they were tortured, and
many more died. Although the
military refuses to say how
many died, we suspect that at
least 200 more students died in
prison. Many of the students
died in the police trucks on the
way to prison. Each truck can
hold about 20 people, but the
military forced about 80 students into each truck. When
they reached the prison and
opened the truck doors, many of
the students had suffocated to
death.
Some of the female students
who were arrested, were later
released, a.nd lOld us about the
experience in Jnsein prison.
lhey said· they were stripped
naked and then tortured and
interrogated. They were beaten
with big sticks and dunked into
water
until
they
almost
drowned. Then, when they were
weak and sick. prison officials

wearing masks would come into
the room and rape them. Some
of these women students died in
prison from these tortures, and
others committed suicide. Doctors later told us that the spe[m
of at least ten different men
were found in these friends of
ours.
Some of the girls who survived all this, committed suicide
because they would not bear the
suffering. Two girls who were
later released returned home in
shock and could not relate what
had happened for a long time.
They had also been drugged With
something. When they could
finally talk again, they related
their horrible experiences to the
people, and this so ·angered the
general population that the
demonstrations and strikes grew
until more than a million people
were involved.
When I close my eyes and

N

e Oo is a quiet 24 year old Rangoon student of
geography whose hands move expressively when
he talks. Many times during our days together, he
"ould suddenly become silent and s~re into the
distance. deep in thought. I was never certain if they were
private thoughts, or thoughts he needed to share with
others. Finally, one evening, he began telling me some of
what was boiling within his soul.
"On August I 0, I was in Set San ABC WaJd which is
in the eastern part of Rangoon. The students fwm a
Junior High School in the area were planning to join in
the demonstration.'>. They asked their teacher to go with
them to the Buddhist temple nearby in order to pray
before starting on the march. The teacher look them to
the temple and together they prayed.
Then ~ix of the boy students, aged about 12 or 13.
took a long bamboo pole and held it to form a front
line. Then they began their march.
When they came to the soldier~ blocking the wad,
they knelt on the ground in front of the soldiers and
asked them to allow the students to continue their
march. The soldiers stepped back and let the students
through.
However, once the students were past the soldiers,
the soldiers started shooting at them with many kinds of
weapons, including large machine guns. At least 25 of
these children u-ere killed on the spot.
The teacher who had accompanied them was in a state
of shock and cried uncontrollably. What could I do to
stop such a hateful .situation?
Later, in other demonstrations, even the Burmese
Red Cross workers who were waving their flags and
trying to help the wounded were gunned down by the
soldiers. I saw this with my own eyes. This happened in
front of the American Embassy on September 19 at
about I a.m. No less than 70 students were killed on
that day. Many were wounded and kept calling out to

think back on thls nightmare, I
must confess that l really want
revenge. I think this government
should be completely removed
from power. They arc nothing
but dogs.
We were so close to democracy. We were so close that we
could taste it. Then the military
came back and once again
started killing everyone. I cannot
help but be bitter and angry!
They killed us tn cold-blood, and
now they just want us to forget
everything and come back to live
under their hateful rule:·
At this point Zar Ni became
silent and stared out into the street.
1 looked at him and his eyes glistened. It was time to be silent in
memory of his friends who died on
Prome Road and in Inya Lake that
day. The blood of the 480 young
people which covered Tade Ni
Bridge on that day, remains. It
cannot be washed out.

their friends to come and help them. Even 01e ''ounded
were sometimes shot again. The shooting came from the
top of the tall Union Bank building, so 010* wounded
and lying on the street were not even safe from being
shot again. Blood was everywhere, like pools of water
after the rain.
On August 10, my aunt and uncle were sitting on the
balcony of their apartment eating the evening meaL
They live in Kcmmendinc Township in the westem part
of Rangoon.
The military truck came into the street and stopped.
There was no demonstration or anything happening in
the streeL But suddenly they started firing 01eir guns. A
bullet bounced off a lamp post and grazed my uncle's
leg l"leforc entering the heart of my aunt. She died on
the ~poe. She had two children 14 and 8 years of age.
Her name was Kaw Khin Thike. She wa~ 41 years old.
After seeing all this, and many more similar events, 1
felt I could no longer bear to live under this
government, so I made the long journey to the border
area. Life is very difficult here, especiaUy for us city
kids who have not had such experiences before.
However, we felt we have made the right choice.
Some of the students want to go back to Rangoon
because 01ey are tired. sick and miss their homes. last
month three fem ale students decided to go back. We
took them as far as we could, and then 01ey had to go
the rest of the way on their own.
Traders who tnvel between 01e border and Rangoon
told us the 01ree guis were arrested before they could
reach Rangoon, and all three were .•ccu ted. We do not
have proof that this is true, but \\C do not trust 01e
military so we l"lelievc these reports. That is why
students arc not returning to Rangoon despite the harsh
life here in the jungle."

e

Source: CANALS
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APARTHEID

A IPA OO T IHJETID
In the past two issues, we had carried a few articles on apartheid. In this issue we carry a
Declaration against apartheid adopted by an Asia-Oceania Regional Workshop held in Tokyo at
the end of August. Dr Chandra Muzaffar, ALIRAN President, attended that workshop. We also
carry a summary of his speech at that workshop, followed by a short analysis of the role of Shell
Company in fuelling apartheid. The last piece is an appeal from ALIRAN to the reader to join the
international boycott of Shell.

-Editor

DECLARATION
AGAINST APARTHEID
TOKYO
ur
concern
for
social
justice and solidarity with
the struggles of the people
of South Africa and Namibia for
freedom brought us together here
in Tok-yo, Japan, from 26 to 29th
August 1988 for the "first Antiapartheid Asia and Oceania NGO
workshop"
This is a historical event where
people who have suffered from and
struggled against oppression and
discrimination in South-East and
East Asia, Oceania and Hawaii have
come to participate in a workshop
in order to express our support for
the struggle against apartheid in
South Africa and Namibia - a
struggle which we also consider
our own.

O

The Workshop was held to
respond to the following aims:
l . To discuss the growing economic, political and cultural
relations between South Africa and
the East ~ian economies of Japan,
Taiwan, Korea and Hong Kong.
2. To express ways of enhancing

e
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the cooperation and joint action of
Anti-apartheid organizations in
Asia-Oceania.
3. To draw up concrete proposals
for common action to support the
struggle against apartheid and for
the liberation of the people of
South Africa and Namibia.
4. To share each others' problems
and aspirations and to express
solidarity with one another.
We, the participants from
Aoteaora (New Zealand), Australia,
Hong
Kong,
Japan,
Korea,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan,
Hawaii, and representatives from
the South Africa Liberation Movements
and other concerned
organizations express our warm
thanks to the organizer of the
workshop, the JAAC, for their
enthusiastic hosting and hospitality.
We further express deep appreciation for the support given by the
United Nations Special Committee
Against
Apartheid
and
the
concerned Japanese organizations
and social action groups. We also
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express thanks to the World
Council of Churches-Program to
Combat Racism which supported
the conference.
I. As a primary principle we have
all agreed that apartheid is a crime
against humanity; and countries or
peoples who collaborate with
apartheid are accomplices to this
san1e crime.
2. Since apartheid is a crime
against humanity which should be
totally destroyed we have agreed
that our main objective is the
impositon of comprehensive mandatory economic sanctions against
South Africa. If sanctions are not
effectively imposed, the apartheid
system will be prolonged and its
aggression and terrorism in South
Africa, Namibia and throughout the
Southern African region will
increase.
3. It is vital that the UN arms
embargo against South Africa
should be implemented strictly and
those who violate it should be exposed and condemned. All military

and nuclear collaboration with the
apartheid regime should be ended.
4. We resolve especially to expose
the close and vital military and
nuclear collaboration between
Taiwan, Israel and South Africa and
will can1paign to stop it.

5. Japan, UK, USA and West
Germany arc the most important
trading partners of South Africa
and their governments arc the
most aggressive in their opposition
to sanctions. This is despite the
overwhelming public support for
sanctions in1plementation in these
countries.
We pledge to organise special
campaigns in our respective
countries against their role as part
of a worldwide campaign to secure
effective sanctions.

6. East Asian economies, especially Japan, Taiwan, Korea, and H~ng
Kong are involved in expancUng
their trade with South Africa when
certain other countries are imposing
sanctions.
We demand that they stop
helping the apartheid regime by
acting as sanctions busters and
thereby undermining those sane·
tions measures which have been
imposed by the US Congress, the
EEC, the Commonwealth and
Nordic countries.
7. We have all agreed to maintain
close contact between the groups
whose
represen~atives
havj:

attended the workshop. We shall
also extend contact to other
concerned NGOs in the region,
particularly regional organiz~tio~s.
In order to realise the obJeCtive
of close contact, we intend to set
up a network organisation, which
shall exchange information about
the activities of those governments
and businesses which have ties with
South Africa.
8. The exchange of information
should be followed by joint action
to end the ties of governments and
companies which maintain links
with South Africa. Particular attention will be paid to the regional
intensification of the international
boycott against Shell.

9. In addition there will be other
joint actions such as:
1. campaigning for the release of
Mandela and all other political
prisoners in South Africa and
Namibia.

2. intensification of the campaign
to stop the execution of the
SharpeviJJe 6 and other patriots on
death row.
3. campaigning for prisoner of
war status to be conferred on all
captured freedom ftghters in
accordance with the Geneva Convention.
10. The network should also
exchange information about racist
activities and anti-human rights
activities which take place within
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each country in the region.
We can then support each other
through
international
actions
designed to expose and eliminate
racism and human rights violations.
We affirm our opposition to all
forms of colonialism in the region
and support the aspirations of
genuine indigenous peoples.

1I. The participants extend their
wholehearted support to the
SWAPO in its struggle for the
liberation of Namibia. We are
especially heartened that recent
developments in that region show
the vulnerability of the r.acist
regime. After their recent celebration of Namibia Day we look
forward to next year's celebration
marking the establishment of a free
and independent Namibia. (We also
regret that SWAPO did not have a
representative at this workshop.)
12. Since we recognize collaboration with apartheid as a crime and
the need for joint action, the workshop participants agree to:
I. condemn
the
Japanese
government and companies which
have allowed Japan to become
South Africa's latgest trading
partner;

2. to undertake joint protest
action focusing on Japanese government offices, including trade
promotion offices (J ETR.O). As a
first step this will be done throughout the Asia and Oceania region.

We add that the Japanese and
Taiwanese participants in the work·
shop feel very ashamed to be called
''honorary whites" and they insist
on rejecting the sl1ameful title.

13. We hope to organise a followup meeting in the near future,
following
consultation
with
concerned people. to sustain our

intcractton and cooperation. The
next meeting should be a broader
one that will draw upon rhe participation of people and organizations
committed to the destruction of
apartheid and the tnumph of
justice.

14. Tn conclusion the workshop
participants hail the heroic struggles

and determination of the people of
South Africa and Namibia, and
salute the Governments and peoples
of the frontline states in their
resolute support of national liberation struggles in that region. We
pledge to continue our co-operation
in support of the struggle against
the abhorent system of apartheid.

e

Malaysia and the
Questioft of Apartheid
efore we explore ways and means of combating
apartheid, it is important to distinguish
apartheid from other fom1s of racial and ethnic
discrimination . Tt would be wrong to confuse certam
types of ethnic discrimination present in various Asian
countries with apartheid.

communities which may be economically weaker than

B

.~ther communities is not_apartheid. In Malaysia, there

arc aft1rmative action policies aimed at improving the
economic status of the indigenous communities. As long
as the purpose is to eradicate social inequities- and not
to enhance the dominance of the community over the
others- there would be no rational basis for accusing
the ruling elite of practising apartheid.
Indeed, affirmative action, if it is regarded as
affirmative action and nothing else, should not be an
impediment to the democratization of Malaysian
.society. The struggle to give rea] meaning and content
to human rights can go on even in the midst of ethn1c
quotas in education for a deprived community and the
like. If apartheid was being practised, it would not have
been possible to develop human rights consciousness
through Constitutional channels.

APARTHEID AND OTHER FORMS OF
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

·A

?dartl1eid is undoubt~dldy bthe most r~cist
1 eo 1ogy ever conceive
y man. t IS an
ideology which allows one racial group (or
rather the elite within that group) to dominate and
control other racial groups to such a degree that the
latter are denied even the most fundamental human
rights.
Apartheid as a racist ideology is particularly
obnoxious for two reasons. One, it derives its entire
justincation from some misconceived , mythological
notion of the racial superiority of a particular group.
Two, its survival as an ideological system depends upon
the deprivation and even the suppression of the
humanity of those it regards as "racially inferior".
Given these characterisncs of apartheid, we should be
careful not to use this term for the sort of subtle·
discrimination manifested in the attitudes of certam
dominant ethttic groups towards ethnic minorities in
their midst. Even formal, institutionalized discrimination
in immigration or recruitment policies per se would not
render an elite in power guilty of aparthetd -if its
policies are not part of an overall ideology whid1 denies
fundamental human rights such as the right to free
expression or the right to political participation to other
ethnic groups because of their ethnic affiliation.
By the same token, 'protective discrimination' or
'affirmative act10n' on behalf of particular ethnic

1

APARTHEID: MALAYSIA'S STAND
s far as the real apartheid practised in South
Africa goes, Malaysia has, for long, been one of
i ts most conststent and articulate critics.
Malaysia p layed a significant role in securing the
expulsion of South Africa from the Commonwealth in
1961. The Malaysian Government has continued to
denounce in the harshest language possible the atroctties
committed by the apa rt heid regime in South Africa. It is
one of the most persistent and determined advocates of
comprehensive economic sanctions against Pretoria.
On the whole, the deeds of the Malaysian
Government vis-a-vis apartheid and South Africa have
matched its ·words. Malaysia, and before that, Malaya,
has never had diplomatic relations with Pretoria. There
has been no direct trade, no exchange of students, no
sporting ties. South Africa is one of the countries that a
Malttysian passport holder is prohibited from visiting.
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APARTHEID: SOME INDIRECT TIES
onetheless, there is some indirect interaction,
some circuitous relationship, which is a matter of
some concern. There is indirect trade, for
instance, through Singapore. More important, there is
indirect investment in South Africa. The Permodalan
Nasional Berhad (PNB), an investment corporation
linked to the Malaysian Government, has investments
there, according to the Economic and Social Council of
the United Nations {ECOSOC). This is stated in a 1985
ECOSOC document entitled, "Transnational
Corporations in South Africa and Namibia." It is quite
conceivable that the PNB's investments are via Guthrie's
which is wholly owned by the former. There are other
Transnational Corporations (TNCs) in which Malaysians
have significant interests, like o"unJop and lnchcape,
that continue to invest in South Africa.
There is yet another type of involvement. Rothmans
(Malaysia), a huge cigarette manufacturing company, is
partly owned by Rothmans international. 26.1% of
Rothmans International's shares, in turn, is owned by
Rothmans Tobacco Holdings Ltd, which in turn, is
under the Rupert Foundation. The Rupert Foundation
is part of the Rembrandt Group which is a South
African based conglomeration of companies. In a very
roundabout way one could perhaps argue that
Malaysian smokers of Rothmans cigarettes are helping
to boost the revenue of the apartheid regime in Pretoria!
Apart from all these indirect links to apartheid, we
should also be aware of those TNCs that are active in the
South African economy and, at the same time, have
important operations in Malaysia. A good example
would be the Standard Chartered Bank, one of the most
renowned commercial banks in the country. Another
even more outstanding example would be Shell. There
are a number of other corporations in a similar situation.
The Malaysian Government has been somewhat
reluctant to disclose their names or to reveal the truth'
about indirect trade and investment ties with South
Africa. The reason is obvious: these ties are part and
parcel of the entire international capitalist network
which helps to sustain the Malaysian economy.
Individuals and public interest groups have, through
letters to newspapers and magazines, tried to force the
Government to tell the whole truth about these indirect
links. In fact, an Opposition Member of Parliament, in
the middle of last year, even raised a question in ,
Parliament about South African shares in Rotlu}lans
Malaysia. The Government spokesman denied any
knowledge of such involvement.

N

APARTHEID: THE NEED FOR A MONITOR

•

iven this situation. public interest ~ocieties and
concerned individuals have no chotec but to take
on the task of making the people aware of how,
in spite of its praiseworthy track·record, the Malaysian
Government. is still a wee bit guilty of assisting the
apartheid regime. To make people aware of indirect
trade links between Malaysia and South Africa, of
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ind.irecL Malaysian investments in South Africa, of
indirect South African investments in Malaysia and of
Transnational Corporations operating in both countries,
there is a need for some form of Anti-apartheid Monitor
in Malaysia. Public interest societies and concerned
individuals can help set up such a monitor. It will
constantly monitor the situation with the aim of alerting
tile Malaysian public to the indirect interaction between
South Africa and Malaysia.
There is a compelling case for establishing such
monitors all over Southeast and East Asia. From what
we know, countries like Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and
Singapore arc much more guilty than Malaysia of aiding
and abetting the Pretoria regime. They have, in most
instances, direct economic, fmancial and even political
ties with South Africa.

APARTHEID: NEED FOR A
COORDINATING CENTRE
nee Anti·apartheid Monitors have been
launched all over the region, a sort of
Coordinating Centre should be set up. This
Centre will facilitate the exchange of vital information
on the relationship between countries in Southeast and
East Asia and South Africa. lt may even be possible for
such a Centre to coordinate collective efforts against
direct or indirect support for apartheid from
Governments in this region.

0

APARTHEID: THE NEED FOR ACTION
ndeed, action- and not just information and
awareness development - it must be emphasised,
should be one of the principal objectives of both the
Anti-apartheid Monitors and the Centre. At the national
level, the monitoring body should campaign on various
fronts - ranging from simple letters to the Press urging
local companies to divest their investments in South
Africa to the organization of mass boycotts of goods and
services provided by corporations which have anything
at all to do with the apartheid regime. It would be really
worthwhile if at the regional level, the Centre could also,
at the right time, initiate boycotts of companies that
trade with, or invest in, South Africa. We can, for what
it is worth, use the Southeast Asian crusade against sex
tourism as a model of sorts.
Of course, even if all the countries in Southeast and
East Asia arc persuaded to cut off all direct and indirect
links with the apartheid regime, there is no guar~tee
that apartheid will come to an end. But nonetheless, if
all of us in this region cease to have anything to do with
Pretoria, that vile, despicable regime will be weakened
considerably. It is, in any case, a dying regime gasping
for breath as it nears its ignorninous end. A powerful
knock from our part of the world may well be that fmaJ,
fatal blow that the world is waiting for:

I
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SHELL'S ROLE IN
FUELLING APARTHEID
T
he Shell Oil Company, in defiance of an
International Oil Embargo, continues to fuel
apartheid by providing supplies to the armed<
forces and the police in South Africa.
As a reward for Shell's cooperation with the racist
regime Shell South Africa is allowed to export 22 per
cent of all South African thermal coal. Shell Nederland
and Shell (United Kingdom) tankers play a key role in
passing d1e Sooth African coal off as Dutch coal by
transhipping it through Roctcrdarn and pretending that
Netherlands is the country of origin.
Apart from being lhc oil market leader and a major
coal exporter, Shell is heavily involved in gas, chemicals,
base metals, forestry and other sectors of the economy.
· Shell is still expanding in South Africa. Its latest
acquisitions are sugar plantations. It is likely to become
involved in blending ethanol - from sugar- into
transport fuel to help South Africa circumvent il1e oil
embargo. This will also help South Africa to minimise
the effects of U.S. sanctions against its sugar exports.
When Shell's breaches of the international oil
embargo became common knowledge, the company
began searching for new ways to continue the SUJ>ply of
crude oil to South J\Irica. The ultimate aim is to make
Shell's involvement invisible. One of the ways Shell
sooglit to cover its tracks was by making use of
intermediaries.
The Shipping Research Bureau (SRB) irt Amsterdam .
after an inten..~ive srudy, has recently exposed one of
these complex supply routes. From J 979-1986 the
SRB identified 56 deliveries of oil to South Africa [rom
Brunei. Brunei Shell Petroleum first sold crude oil to
Marubeni Corp (Japan). Marubeni then sold ir to Mar~
Rich, a Swiss· based oil trading company well-known for
its embargo-breaking activities, which finally delivered
the oil to South Africa.
BOYCOTT AGAINST SHELL
Since March 1987 a boycott campaign against Shell
has heen in operation in United Kingdom to force it
to withdraw completely from South Africa. This is part
of a wider international can1paign in over 12 countries
including the Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark, Norway,
the United Stares and Belgium. In Australi<t, the
Australian Anti· Apartheid Movement (Victoria) has
been ;H the forefront in opposing apartheid through its
vigorous campaign against Shell.
SheD has responded by justifymg it~ continuous
presence there in a document sent to over 300,000
shareholders, while continuing to profit from apartheid
and even expanding it~ operations in South Africa. It
has hired a professional boycott·bUl'tcr, Pagan
Lnternational, to try to break the boycott, particularly
in the U.S. and amongst the Churches which have been
actively campaigning against SJ1ell.
Ln 1987 Shell lost 6.6 per cent of ils share of the
O.K. market and similar effects are being felt in a
growing number of olhcr countries as the boycott
begins w hite. Sh()ll has admitted that it is feeling the
effects of the boycort in Norway, Sweden, Denmark,
Nctherlanth and other countries. In Denmark, Shell has
lost 7'/. of 1t\ market share and some enormous hearing
contracts since the boycott began.
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Without the continuing supply of crude oil, the
White minority regime cannot survive. Lack of fuel
would cause the SoUth African Defence Force (SADF)
and the Navy to grind to a halt. Without oil the regime's
forces would not be able to carry out raids and
bombing.~ in Angola, Botswana, Mozambique and
J:esolho, in order to destabilize tht:sc neighbouring
black cou ntries. Furthermore it would not be possible
to supply the tcrrori$tS in Angola and Mozambique,
supported by the apartheid regime, with arms and
ammunition. Most important, the lack of oil would lead
to the breakdown of the apartheid economy.

e
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RELIGION

The Church,
Social Justice
and Human Liberation
FRANCIS LOH shows how the Catholic Church, after Vatican Council ll (1963-1965)
sees that the spiritual domain is tied ill with the temporal world. Issues of soda] justice,
political fieedom etc. are as much the concern of the church as they are to non-religious
organisations.

The spirit of the Lord has been given to me
!or he has anointed me.
He lzas sent me to bring good news to the
poor, to proclaim liberty to the captives and ro
tlze blind new siglzr, to set the downtrodden
free, and to proclaim the Lord's year of favour.
(Luke 4: 18-J 9)

transformation oi the world fully appear to us as
a constitutive dimension of the preaching of the
Gospel, or in other words, of the Church's mission
for lhe redemption of the hwnan race and its
liberation from every oppressive situation.

More recently, Redemptor Homb1is (Mystery of
Redemption and the Dignity of Man, 197 5) and
Laborem B'xercens (On Human Work, J 981) issued under
t was probably through the encyclicals Mater et
Pope Jolm Pau] ll upheld the primacy of persons over
Magistra (Mother and Teacher, 1961) and Pacem in
things. the rights of the poor and the oppressed to a
Terris (Peace in the Lands, J963) by Pope John
decent life, and drew attention to the U.N. Declaration
XXnl that the Catholic Chruch officially renewed its of Human Rights.
special mission to the poor·of the world for the first
Clearly then, the Catholic Church, in recent times,
sees salvation connected to Jmman liberation, the
time in the twentieth century. Following the Second
spiritual domain lied in with the temporal world and
Vatican Council (1962-65) which he initiated, a new
Constitution for the Church was approved. In ilie
that the Kingdom of God - one of love, justice and
document Gaudium et Spes (Joy and !lope) in particular, peace- should be brought about on eart11. It further
a strong commitment to redressing social injustices in the means involving all of the Church implying not only
world was outlined.
the hierarchy and clergy as before, but the laity as welL
For these reasons, many old organizations which
Under Pope Paul VI, these concerns continued 10 be
given emphasis. His own encyclical Populorum
previously concerned tl1emselves principally with doing
charitable works - caring for the sick and aged.
Progressio (The Development of Peoples, 1967) clearly
condemned "structural injustices". Drawing upon these
educating the young, providing food and homes to the
new teachings of Vatican 11 and the encyclicals, the
poor and destitute, have begun to assume new roles
Latin American Bishop's Conference of Medellin,
as well. By and large, there developed an equal
commitment to "empowering'' the poor and powerless
Colombia ( 1968) declared its support for the rights of
by raising their social and political consciousness, and
the poor and oppressed. Likewise, with Paul VI in
attendance, the Asian Bishops Conference (1970),
enabling them to play active roles in shaping their own
resolved to "speak out for the rights of the
lives. Without doing so, lheir human dignities remained
lost and human liberation and salvation unachieved.
disadvantaged and powerless against all forms of
injustice no matter from what source such abuse may
New organizations oriented espe~.:ially in the direction
of the latter were also created. These include tl1e Basic
• come". Subsequently, in the Synod of Bishot>s in
Rome (1971), it was declared:
Christian Communities (13CC's), youth and student
movements, support groups for peasants, workers and
Action on behalf of justice and participation in the
squatters, and the Commissions for Justic~.and Peace.

I
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Cover of the CATHOLIC ASIAN NEWS: The church
has begun to assume new roles
Some were organised at the sub-parish community level,
others at the diocesan and national one, and still others
at an international level co-ordinated at the Vatican.
They all had the blessings of the Church and drew in
the participation of the laity.
In the Western world, the Commissions for Justice
and Peace have raised important social and political
issues from time-to-time. For instance, the U.S. Bishops'
Commission criticised the arms build-up in a world
where many go hungry and called for a world of peace
instead. On another occasion, it condemned Reagan's
economic policies which had led to widespread
unemployment and increasing poverty in the U.S. In
Australia, prior to its reorganilation as the Australian
Catholic Social Justice Council, the Commission had
called for the removal of U.S. bases, land rights for the
Aborigines, and condemned oppressive conditions in
many Third World Countries.
ln the East European and non-Western countries in
particular, the church has taken even more active
political roles. This is understandable in view of how
human rights abuses and social injustices, are
widespread especially in situations under authoritarian
rule.
We are aware for instance, of how in Poland, ordinary
Catholics involved in the BCCs helped to form
Solidarity, the independent trade union. Until it was
banned by the communist regime, Solidarity openly
advocated social justice, human rights and greater
freedom in Poland.
In Latin America where wide disparities exist
between the rich and the poor. and where military
regimes are often in power, priests, and even
bishops and cardinals have been in the forefront of the

struggle for sociaJ. justice and pohticaJ nghts. It was also
the same in the Philippines where, under Marcos, the
Church became the only credible social institution after
others (Congress, the Judiciary, media, trade unions)
were either bought over, destroyed or silenced.
The same involvement, often through joint
ecumenical efforts, also occurs in South Mrica
and South Korea today. The role played by Bishop
Desmond Tutu in opposing apartheid is well-known.
Equally important, though perhaps less well-known.
is the role played by the Korean National Council of
Churches and the Catholic Commission for Justice and
Peace in calling for democratization in South Korea.
These issues then - human rights abuses, social
injustices, authoritarian rule, unequal relations between
the developed and developing countries, land rights and
the arms race - concern many Christians today. ln so
far as they may be termed "politicaJ" issues, the church
and its people have become politically involved. ln fact,
a theology of liberation centred around such concerns
has slowly evolved.
ln essence, this theology of liberation is based on
Christs's life on earth, the constant denouncement of
injustices by the prophets throughout the Old
Testament, and God's intervention in events like the
Exodus. Ultimately, it is a reading of the Bible that urges
the people of God to help bring about human (including
inner) liberation, and realise God's Kingdom of love,
justice and peace; ends which arc both societal as well as
divine. It is in this regard that liberation theology differs
from Marxism. Much as some might attempt to link the
two, they are extremely different. For the basis of
struggle in liberation theology is inspired by love of
God and of one's fellow beings.
Under the circumstances, the emergence of church·
based groups in Singapore concerned with workers'
rights, political freedom, MNC exploitation of Singapore
and its people, and social justice generally, is in keeping
with this tum in the church itself since the 1960s.
Unfortuntely, these efforts by Christians on benalf of
Singapore's poor and powerless have now been stopped.
Although when compared to the involvement of
Christians elsewhere, their activities were extremely
moderate, nonetheless, these Singaporeans have been
arrested and some branded as Marxists. For the
Singapore government, these Christians were involved
in issues of no concern to the Church.
If there are those who are covinced by the Singapore
government's argument, this is not surprising. For
indeed, there are many Christians themselves, not only
in Singapore but throughout the world who have been
slow to change. Many still do not understand the
implications of Vatican II and its teachings; stiJl fewer
accept the church's commitment to social justice and
human liberation. For them, being Christian often
means Stmply attending mass on Sundays, receiving the
sacraments, and sometimes performing traditional acts
of charity. We pray, however, that their faith v.111 be
further deepened and that they might reflect on what
Christ himself might do if he returned to Singapore
today. e
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Kerajaan Yang Kuat Atau
Pemerlntahan Yang Adll?
ering k1ta dengar hujah golongan berkuasa bahawa
kerajaan mesti kuat, bahawa Barisan Nasional
mesti kuat supaya ia boleh membawa kestabilan,
perpaduan dan pembangunan. Dan maksud mereka
dengan 'kerajaan kuat' ini adalah kerajaan yang mempunyai banyak kerusi Parlimen. Kononnya lebih banyak
kerusi Parlimen lebih kuatlah kerajaan, kurang sedikit
kerusinya atau Jcbih sedikit kerusi pembangkang
kuranglah kekuatan kerajaan dan mungkin juga mereka
akan menambah ncgara akan menjadl kurang kuat. K.alau
kita ikutkan pandangan politik mcreka ini, negara kita
kini sudah menjadi salah sebuah negara yang paling kuat
di dunia, kerana sejak 1957 bilangan kerusi Parlimen
yang diperolehi pemerintah Lidak pernah kurang duapertiga, malah sejak 1974 pula tidak pernah kurang
empat-perlima.
Tctapi sebenarnya kerajaan kuat belum teutu lagi
memcrintah negara dengan adil, belum tentu
'kekuatannya' itu digunakan untuk rncmbawa kestabilan, perpaduan dan pembangunan dcm1 kepentingan
rakyatnya. Dan belum tentu juga kekuatannya tidak
akan digunakan untuk kepeotingan diri, untuk mencari
kekayaan diri dan menambah harta-bcnda keluarga dan
puaknya.
Menyentuh soal pembangunan, klta masih lngat Jagi
baJ1awa pcmbangunan negara kita pesal pada awal
tahun-tahun 60an ketika majoriti kerusi kerajaan di Parlimen adalah dua-perliga, tetapi dalam tahun-tahun 80an
pula pertumbuhan ekonomi tclah merosot, meskipun
majoritinya adalah empat-perlima. lni mcnunjukkan
bahawa 'kerajaan kual' belum tentu dapat menjan1in
pembangunan, yang sebcnarnya ditentukan oleb faktorfaktor lain.
Marl kit a lihat contoh 'kerajaan kuat' di negara lain.
Di England, selepas Perang Dunia Kedua, kerajaan plmpinan Atlee telah melakukan banyak reformasi untuk
memperbaik:i keadaan hidup golongan rakya t miskin
tetapi menjelang akbir tahun-tahun 50an, bila parti
Konscrvatif memcrintah dengan majoriti lebih besar
(maka kerajaannya 'lebih kuat'), macam-macam masaJah
dan skandal kewangan berlaku.
Di India, majoriti kerusi Parlimen kerajaan pimpinan
Jawaharlal Nehru selepas tahun 61 adalah kecil, namun
ckonomi India berkembang dan negara itu membangun
kerana dasar-dasar kerajaan beliau, tcru tamanya dasar
perindustrian, adalah baik. Tetapi sclepas tahun 71,
di bawah pemcrintaban Indira GandW, pembangunan
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India merosot dan kchidupan rakyat bertan1bah susah,
waJaupun kcrajaan beliau 'kuat' dengan majoriti besar di
Parlimen.
Di negara kita scndiri walaupun golongan berkuasa
telah memerin tah dcngan majoriti bcsar dua-pcrtiga dan
kemuJian cmpat-perli.Jna ia tidak mcnyelcsaikan masalah
tanah kaum tani yang tidak ekonomik, masalah
pemasaran hasil pertanlan dan kredit luar bandar yang
wujud hingga hari ini, kepincangan hidup nelayan kecil.
masalah rasuab yang bermaharajalcla, penycJewcngan
dan skandal-skandal kewangan, politik wang, perpecahan
puak dan polarisasi kaum. Majoriti besar sebcnarnya
bcrkemungkinan mem!>uat skandaJ-s]<andal yang besar.
Tapi dcngan majoriti besarnya di Parlimen kerajaan
kuat -kita telah melemahkan badan kchaklman yang
merupakan teras sistem Demokrasi Be~arlimcn. Den~~
majoriti bcsarnya, golongan bcrkuasa pada bulan Mac
lalu telah meminda Perkara J 2 1 Perlembagaan untuk
meletakkan kehakiman di bawah telunjuk kuasa eksekutif. Ia telah meminda Akta Keselamatan Dalam Ncgeri
(ISA) untuk menghalang mangsa-mangsa ISA daripada
merayu · kcpada mahkamall. Ia telah mcminda Akta
Pencctakan dan Pencrbitan untuk mengongkong kebebasan akhbar. lni sekadar menyebut tiga datipada
banyak pindaan lain yang dilakukannya untuk kepentingan sendirl dan di alas pertimbangan kuasa, tidak lain
dari ill!.
Selcpas bckas Ketua Hakim Ncgara, Tun Salleb Abas,
digantung jawatan, pihak pcmbangkang Lelah meminta
supaya Parlimen mcmbahaskan isu penggantungan itu
kerana ianya amat serius. Tetapi Timbalan Speaker telaJ1
mcmutuskan bahawa meskipun isu penggantungan itu
pcnting, 'ia tidaklah penting sangat dan Parlimen tidak
pcrlu mcmbincangkannya'. lnilah saJah satu contoh
kelemahan 'kerajaan kual' yang memandang enteng
terhadap suatu tragedi yang menimpa badan kebakiman
kita.
Juga, meskipun kerusi golongan berkuasa di Parlimen
itu banyak, seringkali ianya kosong sahaja. Anggotaanggota Parlimen yang mewakili 'kerajaan kuat' ini lcbill
suka mlnum kopi di kantin Parlimcn daripada duduk
membahaskan masalah-masah1 dan isu-isu pcnting yang
dihadapl oleh negara. Mcreka cuma mementingka,n
kc!.tadiran di Parlimen apabila mahu meluluskan sesuatu
Rang Undang-Undang, bukan untuk membahaskannya
tetapi sekadar mengangkal tangan tanda bersetuju.
Ini menunjukka.n hahawa majoriti bcsar tiJak· menDisambung paw muJ..a surat 43
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CURRENT COMMENT
A record of Aliran's complete press statements
made in the preceding months
None of the following statements has appeared in any daily.
-Editor

THE ARREST OF THE 11
INDIVIDUALS AT THE
LAKE GARDEN

A

liran deeply regrets the
aclion of the Police on
Sunday evening in arresting
11 individuals at the Lake Gardens.
The individuals had come to the
Lake Gardens in symbolic protest
against thq continued detentions of
ISA detainees without trial. It was
an act which was perfectly legitimate from a moral viewpoint.
Indefinite detention without
trial is very wrong. If people should
thus choose to exercise their
legitimate right to protest against
the ISA and the detentions, then
tht>y should be allowed to exercise
that right.
In this case those arrested chose
to exercJse that right by going to
the Lake Gardens in Kuala Lumpur
to light candles. It is really difficult
to conceive how that exercise could
have threatened public peace and
order. A moral point was simply
being made by peaceful meanJS. It
was therefore illogical for tht> Pollee
to act the way thev did by arresting
the individuals.c.oncernt!d .•
The poaice action may have
been san<itioned by the law (in this
case the PolicE' Act as amended
Jast year). But it is a law which has
become repressive, wielded by a
govE'rnment that has become
oppressive. Should the Police
decide to press charges against
those arrested, it will become the
first instance of how the restrictive
amended Police Act can be used in
a definitive way to curtail the basic
freedom to assemble in peace.

and the tenth year of its own
founding Human Rights Watch in
the United States is honouring
about 40 human rights monitors
from all over the world. Aliran
President Dr. Chandra Muzaffar is
one of those who will be honoured
in celebrations in Los AngeleS, New
York and Washington D.C. from 30
November to 10 December 1988.
Human Rights Watch which
incorporates
Helsinki
Watch
Americas Wat.ch and Asia Watch'
has invited Archbishop Desmond
Tutu and Dr. Andre· Sakharov to
serve as co-chairmen of the festivi·
ties. Among the festivities sche·
duled are 1) a reception and press
conference in December 5-6 at
Washington D.C. for the release of
Human Rights Watch's 1988 report
on the persecution of human rights
monitors world·wide, 2) a human
rights symposium in New York on
December 7 and 3) a human rights
film festival at the Public Theatre
in New York during the first two
weeks of December.
Dr. Chandra and other human
rights monitors will also speak at
such places as the Council on
Foreign
Relations,
Columbia

Tong Veng Wye
Asst. Secretary
8 November 1988

HUMAN R IGHTS HONO UR
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n c~njunction with the 40th
annJVersary of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights

40

University, Georgetown University
and the University of California
'
Los Angeles.
On his way to the United States
Dr. Chandra Muzaffar will addre~
an ~mnesty International public
!11eetmg for thi! Asia-Pacific region
an Hong Kong on 27 November
1988.
•
He will return to Penang on
12 December 1988.
Executive

~ ...... mittee

25 November 1988

ADA Y OF SHAME

T

wenty fourth November
1 !:188 will forever remaan
a day of shame in the
history of parliamentary democracy
in this country. For on this day the
177·member House of ReRresentatives could not muster enough
members to provide the modest
quorum of 26. It was all the more
farcicaJ because there were enough
members around to enable the
House to carry on with the business
of the day but they were all intent
on finishing their subsidized tea
rather than attending to the proceedings of the House.
The conduct of these elected
members of the House was dis·
graceful. By their irresponsible
behaviour they have not onJy
disgraced themselves and their
party but have brought disrepute
to the parliamentary system of
governance.
By continuing with their lea and
ignoring the quorum bell which was
rung for two full minutes, they
have shown that their primary
i.lterest was in the canteen rather
than in the House which was then
de~ating the 1989 Development
Esttmates for the Public Enterprises
Ministry. The taxpayers of this
country have a right to ask how the
MPs hope to serve the nation and
the_i~ constituents by habitually
whdmg away their time in the
canteen.
Lack of quorum is a malady that
has been afflicting our parliamentary sessions in recent years
r ynicis~
revealing
widespread
towards the role of the Mahathir
legislature on the part of our MPs.
The current Budget Session itself
has experienced a lack of quorum
~n several occasions but the requistte quorum was always met upon
the quorum bell being rung. On
24th November 1988 however, the

MPs simply refused to budge in
response to the quorum bell or to
the urgings of t he Barisan Nasional
deputy chief whip.
Thus for the first time, Parliament had to be prematurely adjourned. What has happened is
deplorable behaviour on the part of
those who claim to lead by
example, particularly when the
House was Cigbling for time to
complete the debate on the Supplementary Supply Bill. It bad
extended the proceedings by an
hour daily in an attempt to achieve
this and it was therefore ludicrous
that on 24·11·88 Parliament had to
adjourn 3 hours ahead of its
scheduled closing time.
The Barisan Nasional with its
overwhelming majority of more
than 2/3, has a special moral
responsibility to ensure that at least
26 of its obedient MPs are present
daily to provide a quorum in the
House. If it is not able to make
even this little contribution to our
fig-leaf democracy, one is entitled
to ask is it necessary for the Barisan
to have a place in Parliament? Its
majority should be used to establish
a vibrant democracy, not to make a
laughing-stock of our parliamentary
proceedings.
A
Parliamentary
democracy of whatever grade
deserves better respect than this.
If 26 MPs (14.69%) cannot
maintain a valid and regular
quorum at all times, it would
obviously be unworkable to amend
the Standing Orders on quorum to
have it at 45 (25.42%). While the
Barisan may have the maJority to
raise the quorum, will it deign to
permit Parliament to function?
P. Ramakrishnan,
Exco Member,
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30 November 1988 ·

FREEDOM FOR PALESTINE

A

LIRAN warmly welcomes
the declaration of indepen·
dence of the Palestinian
state on 15 November 1988. In
their declaration of freedom, the
Palestinian National Council has
unequivocally stated that the new
Palestinian State wiJJ have multi·
party parliamentary democracy. All
fundamental human rights have
been enshrined in the new Constitu·
tion. In particular, there wiJJ be
freedom of religions anp equality
between sexes. The progressive
thinking as rel1ected in the provi·
sions of the new Palestinian
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ALIRAN PUBLICATIONS
REFLECTIONS ON THE MALAYSIAN
CONSTITUTION -$12.20
0
- A compilation of papers presented at a Conference on "Reflections on the
Malaysian Constitution: 30 Years After Merdeka." The topics addressed
include the Histoncal Background, the Role of the Monarchy, the Role of the
Jud1ciary, the Role of the Parliament, the Role of the Executive, State and
Federal Relations, the Rule of Law, Fundamental Libenies, the Ethnic
D1mension and Islam In the Constitution.
0
FREEDOM IN FETTERS- $10.20
Comprehensive study of the state of democracy in Malaysia. Deals with all the
major laws and mstotutions relevant to an understanding of democracy on
Malaysia. It examines all the major trends and developments which have
influenced the practice of democracy in Malaysia.
DIALOGUE ON DEMOCRACY - $3.20
0
Collection of speeches made by leaders of various political parties and public
interest societies in connection w1th the Third Dialogue of Concern on
Parllamentary Democracy.
WESHALLOVERCOME-SONGSOF
OF HUMANITY? - $4.20
0
A rich and varied collect1on of songs dealing with reality, hope, freedom,
justice, unity, peace and compassion.
THEAN TEIK: THE OTHER SIDE
0
OF DEVELOPMENT- $3.20
Doscusses the Thean Teik Estate dispute objectively, raising ~he question,
"Development for whom?"
ARMS RACE: HUMANITY IN CRISIS- $5.20
0
Reflects a common human1taroan viewpoint on the awful realities of modern
warfare and anempts to consoder the transformation of man and SOCiety as the
means towards achievong a worldwide peace.
CORRUPTION - $4.20
0
An easily readable. informative and analytical collection of papers on vanous
aspects of this socoal scourge presented by Aliran officials and guest speakers
at an Aloran semonar on Corruption.
5 PERSOALAN - $3.70
0
Apakah Asia Tenggara Selamat? Mengapa Terdapat Kemiskinan Dalam
Masyarakat Klta? Apakah D1a Kebuclayaan Nasional? Mengapa Adanya
Kekurangan Rumah7 Mengapa Wu1udnya Polarisasi Kaum? Dapatkan
jawapannya dalam buku ini.
ISA DAN KESELAMATAN NEGARA- $5.20
0
Buku ini membicarakan undang-undang ISA. Ia memaparkan tentang
ketidakadilannya, tentang kezallmannya. Ia cuba member! gambaran tentang
apa sebenarnya yang berlaku pada bulan Oktober 1987 bila lebih 100 orang
ditangkap do bawah ISA.
PANDANGAN ALl RAN - $10.20
0
Menila1 persoalan.persoalan masyarakat secara kritis dan rasional. Mengkaj1
oenyakit masyarakat seperti rasuah, perkauman, kemiskinan dan penindasan.
Mengandungl pendapat, anal1sa, cadangan dan komen Aliran tentang isu·isu
semasa yang jarang tersian di akhbar-akhba; tempat.
0
CABARAN-CABARAN SEMASA- $7.20
Suatu kajiang yang mendalam tentang cabaran-eabaran yang kita hadapi dalam
b1dang demokras1, ekonomi, kemasyarakatan, pendidikian. kemanusiaan, hak
asaso manusla dan hal-ehwal antarabangsa.

....................................~····

Constitution is in sharp contrast to
the increasing authoritarianism and
religious extremism that is gaining
ascendancy in both Israel and
other countries in that region.
In their declaration of indepen·
dence, Palestine has accepted the
UN resolution 242. This is a big
concession on the part of the
Palestinians. By this action. they
have shown themselves to be the
more reasonable party to the
conflict. In contrast, the reaction of
Israel and its chief irnancier the
United States, to the Palestinian
move has been quite negative.
The US has denied an entry visa
to the Palestinian leader, Mr. Yasser
Arafat, to t)..nable him to visit New
York to address the UN General
Assembly on the Palestinian issue.
ALIRAN strongly condemns this
unjust US action ag~t Mr. Arafat.
~ALIRAN
urges the Malaysian
government to work bard to get the
UN General Assembly debate on
the Palestinian question shifted
from New York to Geneva so as to
enable Mr. Arafat to address the
Assembly. This may be also a good
time to reconsider whether the UN
headquarters should be located in
New York.
In fact, this and other reactions
by the US and Israel clearly
demonstrate to the world that the
real obstacle to peace in the Holy
Land is the intransigence shown by
the governments of Israel and the
United States.
ALIRAN is heartened by the
number of countries including
Malaysia which have recognized the
state of Palestine. Now that Malay·
sia has a seat in the UN Security
Council, it should join other
concerned nations in the UN to
press for full UN membership for
the new state of Palestine. Malaysia
should also help Palestine obtain
full membership in other inter·
national organizations like the
Inrernational Olympic Committee.
Finally, ALIRAN looks forward
to the day when we can join our
Palestinian Criends ln celebrating
the anniversary of their indepen·
dence in their own homeland.

Indicate number ordered in box next to t itle.
Executive Committee

Name: Mz/Mn/Ma. ....................................................................................... .
Address: .................................. :.................. - ............................................... .

1 December 1988
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I eaciOf4! money order/po•tal order/cheque no .......................................... ..
da&ed ............................... for the •um of. .......................................................
• Pleue include $0.50 for bank'commJsaion for out.tatlon eheque•.
• For local orders, prices quoted ue inclusive of pos~ce.
• For ovene., orden, Prices quoted in •us with 2~ of total order for
turfaee mall and 100% of total order for ainn.U.
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THERECURRENTFLOODS

I

t is very sad that each year
thousands
of
Malaysians
continue to endure t he adverse

consequences of year end monsoon
floods. This year has been no
exception. Families have been dis·
placed, properties lost and almost
30 people have. bad to pay with
their lives for the floods which have
ravaged states like Kelantan, Treng·
ganu, Pahang, Johore and Kedah. It
need not have occurred.
The national leadership's vision
of Malaysia is that of a Newly
Industrialised Country (NIC). But
we continue to be beset by basic
problems of floods. We 'place great
emphasis on prestigious high-rise
buildings, an enormously expensive
bridge and even a proposed high·
way linking Frasers Hill, Cameron
Highlands and Genting Highlands
(one of the reasons for which is
purportedly to facilitate summer
homes of Japanese!). Yet we have
not succeeded in pursuing with the
needed vigour the resolution of
basic problems such as flood
alleviation.
It is very unlikely that it would
be technically impossible to solve
the annual flood problem. At best
the problem can be overcome
completely and at worst it can be
mitigated significantly. Whichever
the case, political determination is
needed
before
anything
can
happen. An empathy with the mass
needs of the less privileged has to
be present before the politician can
give greater priority to the needs
of the ordinary human being
instead of the wants of the influen·
tial and the affluent.
Tong Veng Wye
Asst. Secretary
2 December 1988

MALAYSIA - THE JUDICIARY AND THF. RUll OF LAW
·on tinue<f rrorn pge '~

I have asked the lnLernational Commission of Jurists
to devote a session to the Ytuation in Malaysia during
the forthcoming biennial meeting of the Commissioners
of the ICJ. This will take place in Caracas. Venezuela
between 15-21 January 1989. Meanwhile, :nissions of
Australian lawyers and others are going to Malaysia to
gather information wluch will be placed before the

KERAJAAN YANG KUAT ATAL: PEMERINTAUAN YANG

ADIL? Sambungan dari mub sural 39

jamin apa-apa. Belum tentu ia akan mempertahan.kan
kebenaran dan keadilan. Dan belum tentu ia akan
membantu membuat pendustaan serta membunuh
keadilan, scperti yang kita nampak dalam peristiwa
pemecatan Tun Sallch Abas dan dua orang Hakim Mah-

International Commission of Jurists. That Commission,
with its global function of monitoring derogations
from the rule of law and human rights will. I am sure,
make it its business to call the situation in Malaysia to
the notice of the widest possible international
communHy. May the independent judges of Malaysia
gain strength from the support which they have from the
independent judges of their region. Judicial
indc_pendcnce matters most when it is most in peril.

e

kamah Agung.
Kesejahteraan hidup masyarakat · terjilJllin hanya
apabila kepimpinan negara itu Bersih, Cekap dan
Amanah - dalam ertikata sebenar-benarnya. Biarpun
majoriti sesebuah kerajaan itu kecil, kemakmuran dapat
dicapai jika pemerintahannya adil. Pemerintahan yang
adil dari segi dasar-dasamya jauh lebih balk daripada
kerajaan yang kuat dari segijumlah kerusinya.
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FREEDOM'S PRICE: continued frOm page 12.
cheaper and easier to decide.)

PAYING 11IE PRICE
JUsbt now a sreat
COst is

part of that

bein8 borne by those who

have been detakieO under the lSA
be they thoao released with reatric·
tions or those who are still .in
detentioa at Kamunting. In other
words, tbete individuals are pa~
the prlcct of freedom on be1udf of
all Ma1aysians who cherish tho
freedom.
m a seDJ8, we would be duty
bound to choose Uberty. Choosing
liberty would be one way towards
envincing those spiritual Wlues
which hive given the human spfnt
iU highest moments of beauty and
dipity. But it is a choice we have
to be worthy of.ln other words we
have to grow, to prepare ourselves
to be worthy of accepting the gift
of liberty. This would mean that
even as ordinary mdlviduals we
summon from within ourselves the

~

and the dcsirJ to SJY no to
the einascuJation of the Judiciary
by perhaps writing to newspapers
and newsletters ex~ that
P91nt. It would mean that as
ordinary individuals we write to the
Prime Minister to protest against
indefinite detention without trial
and urging for the release of the
detainees. It would mean ta1king to
friends and acquaintances about the
wrongs that are happening .in our
country It would mean a nQJnber
of other th.ings which people can
do to register a peaceful protest,
to stand up and be counted.
But these th.ings we will not do
if we do not nurture our spirit to
be sensitive to certain sacred values
such as freedom and justice, love
and compassion. We will not get up
and stand .on the right side of
humanity if tbe.te is no spirit of
sacrifice, allowing ourselves to.remain overly strapped by selfserving interests. Or if we should
continue to allow ourselves to be
governed not by conscience but by

the urge to acquire and become
wealthy, or to consume and enJOY
as much as possible the many
sensuous attractions of a consumer culture then our souls would
not have come closer to bemg
worthy of liberty The sad refl«·
uon of thiS actually happening lS
this that at about the same time
when JUdges were bemg suspended
and sacked, a major departmental
store was about to be re-opened m
Kuala Lumpur In each case, car
stickers were distributed in large
numbers as a means to either
express protest against what was
happening to the Judiciary or to
publiclse the re-openmg of the
departmental store. In the event,
many, many more cars could be
seen wtth the departmental store
stickers than those with the
•Judiciary stickers'. S~h was the
inclination of the urban educated
eUte!
Towards the end of the; 19th
century Jose Riza1 wrote a letter to
Fillipmos m Madrid. The aim of the
letter was to remmd the FUipmos
that they did not come to Europe
to gamble or to amuse themselves,
but to work for tbeu Fatherland's
freedom. Accordingly, Rizal wrote,
..If we who are called upon to do
something. .. . spend tnne m these
things precisely when the years of
youth should be employed in some·
thing more noble and lofty, for the
very reason that youth tS noble and
lofty, I fear much that we are
f'tghting for useless illusion and
that, mstead of being worthy of
liberty, we are worthy of slavery ...
Our Sttuation u of course no1
quite u dramatic but the message
holds, nevertheless. In a sense
Rizal's life was one great love affau
with idealism, with dignity, with
freedom. It was an affair which
sacrified life for Uberty, an affair
which forever changed the consciousness of the Fillipmo. Malaysians too must develop their own
such love affairs and make them
work. For otherwise we may turn
into a nation of unrequited love.
Tong Veng Wye

7th Dec 1988

